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Abstract

In recent years, the emergence of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) aims to enhance

the users’ quality of experience through proposing more sophisticated services

ranging from guaranteeing the user safety to improving his comfort. The IoV

ecosystem is complex, heterogeneous, and evolving. Many entities participate to

compose its architecture (such as vehicles, humans, roadside units, ITS). More-

over, different communication types co-exist to ensure the IoV connectivity and

continuity. This diversity leads to new security requirements that seem more

complex to take into account and enlarge the attack surface of such ecosys-

tem. Many security mechanisms should be considered to enforce the security

of IoV environment at many levels: data, entities, communications, storage,

etc.. Trust management is one of the potential security mechanisms that aims

to increase the reliability within the IoV environment. The topic has been

widely explored within the vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). However, the

VANET represents only one component of the IoV ecosystem. Thus, the ap-

proaches proposed for the VANET should be adapted to be applied for the IoV.

Moreover, the advent of the emerging technologies like Blockchain, Cloud, SDN

as well as artificial intelligence bring new opportunities to propose more relevant

approaches within the trust management mechanisms within the IoV context.
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Accordingly, this survey deals with the literature about the trust management

topic in vehicular environments. The scope considers the IoV environment as

well as the relevant approaches proposed for the VANET context since it is one

of the important component of the IoV ecosystem. We start by quickly review-

ing the existing surveys about security of the vehicular environments. Then, we

give a general overview about trust concepts. Afterwards, we present the secu-

rity and trust challenges and attacks in the vehicular context. Later, we classify

and compare the most relevant approaches related to the trust management for

the IoV proposing a new taxonomy. We complete this survey by highlighting

the open future directions and perspectives for research.

Keywords: Vehicular networks, VANET, IoV, V2X, Trust management,

Security, Blockchain

1. Introduction

The transition to connected and automated driving is accelerated by cross-

sectors synergies with enablers such as IoT (Internet of Things), HPC (High

Performance Computers), AI (Artificial Intelligence), 5G/6G, data driven engi-

neering, as well as robotics. In this mobility context, the IoV paradigm brings5

new services and usages that reinforce the transformation towards automation.

The adoption of these technologies aims mainly to make driving more secure and

enhance the users’ quality of experience. However, the deployment of multiple

technologies that interact with each other brings out big security and privacy

challenges. Indeed, it enlarges the attack vectors and surface (LiDAR, hotspot,10

OBD port, ECU, cameras, TPMs, GPS, etc.). In the IoV ecosystem, cyberse-

curity issues can be driven from the security of communication links, security

of devices, identity and liability, access control, privacy of drivers and vehicles

and overall information systems security. It is obvious that the protection of

the IoV systems against the cyber attacks that compromise their operation is15

mandatory to ensure the safety of their users. For that, many security mecha-

nisms could be applied to reinforce the IoV security. One of the largely explored
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mechanisms is the trust management. Many research works exist in literature to

bring innovative approaches of integrating the trust management within vehicu-

lar environment. This survey focus on these works to help the reader having an20

easy entry point to the topic and be updated with the last innovations about the

use of artificial intelligence and emerging technologies for deploying the trust

management within a vehicular context. In the following, we introduce the IoV

context, the trust management concept, as well as our survey contributions and

methodology.25

1.1. From ITS to autonomous vehicles

The automotive industry is a significant component of economic benefits. In

recent years, transportation systems are growing quickly, and there is always a

strong motivation for more proficient transport systems. The cooperation with

the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) sector has created a30

propelled digital transformation in the automotive domain; towards more Intel-

ligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Initially, the VANET represents an adhoc

network defined between a set of vehicles. The VANET nodes may join or leave

the network depending on their position and connectivity. The definition of

VANET is mainly related to the vehicles representing the topology nodes. The35

VANET applications are mainly focusing on traffic management and conges-

tion monitoring based on a communication between the vehicles and the road

side units. Later on, the advent of the IoT, consisting on different devices and

technologies, leads to evolving from the VANET to the IoV. Indeed, the IoT

paradigm [1][2], with the help of big data, Cloud computing as well as artifi-40

cial intelligence [3] promotes the proliferation of , among others, smart cities,

intelligent transportation and e-health domains. In addition to the vehicle’s

networking aspect already existing in the VANET, the IoV focuses on the ve-

hicle’s intelligence. The IoV [4] extends the safety-related applications, already

proposed by the VANET, to more sophisticated applications such as payment45

services, advanced infotainment services, crash prevention, traffic and crash re-

sponse, etc.. For that, the IoV integrates the communications between vehicles,
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infrastructures, the internet and people. These communications are known as

Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications. The term V2X is used to refer

in general Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-50

to-Road (V2R), Vehicle-to-Human (V2H), Vehicle-to-Sensor (V2S), Vehicle-to-

Cellular (V2C), and V2-Internet data exchange [5]. To facilitate the deployment

of IoV applications, different standardization bodies have devoted efforts into

specifying wireless technologies with extensive enhancements that detail new

opportunities of IoV and V2X-enabled vehicles (e.g., WAVE-DSRC and cellu-55

lar V2X technologies)[6][7]. The IoV applications need in many cases real time

responses like in the case of crash response or payment services. To enhance

the connectivity and to ensure prompt data exchange among the IoV ecosys-

tem, many efforts have been proposed. As example, the Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has proposed, specified and developed the60

WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments) standard within the IEEE

1609 family of standards. Many working groups are focusing on different lev-

els of the WAVE standard : architecture and services of WAVE devices (IEEE

1609.0-2013, [8]), security (IEEE 1609.2b-2019, [9]), MAC and physical layers

access (IEEE 1609.4-2016, [10]). Besides, the dedicated short-range communi-65

cations (DSRC) standard [11] has been proposed as a technology to be used

for the V2V communications and for the communications between vehicles and

the roadside units. This standard is widely deployed in many country like the

USA. The layered architecture for DSRC communication is mainly based on

IEEE (IEEE 1609.2, IEEE 1609.3, IEEE 1609.4, IEEE 802.2, IEEE 802.11p)70

and SAE (J2735, J2945.1) standards. Other recent projects proposed enhance-

ment concerning the communication technologies within the IoV ecosystem. For

example, the 3GPP project (3rd Generation Partnership Project) [12] proposed

new technical specifications and requirements of Cellular V2X based on a 4G-

LTE network. Despite of the increasing evolution of the IoV paradigm, the75

research and industry domains are also interested on evolving the autonomous

driving domain based on vehicles that are able to guide themselves across dif-

ferent driving situations without human intervention. With this innovation
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comes the responsibility of having giant capabilities that imitate human re-

flexes and behaviour [13]-[16]. We break this into three main features: massive80

amount of data perception, purposeful decisions planning, and intended tasks

control. Connected and autonomous vehicles are getting more consumers allure

and providing an important business opportunity for players in the auto indus-

try. Accordingly, automotive stakeholders and technology service providers are

ramping their product segments from design needs, consumers views, and cus-85

tomized offerings, to maintain the pole position with best success prospects in

this trend market and make these services as much as widespread and affordable

for consumers in innovative ways. Actually, many projects are ongoing on au-

tonomous connected vehicles and are resulting in several new scenarios like the

European project EU LSPAUTOPILOT [17]. Figure 1 shows IoV underlying90

system architecture and contributing technologies towards V2X. Table 1 lists

acronyms used throughout this paper.

Traffic management
Remote diagnostics
In-car entertainment

.......

Big Data, Data mining
Artificial intelligence

 techniques...

V2S

Cloud
Fog/Edge

SDN
Blockchain

....

ECUs

Road Side 
Unit

Security & Trust 
models

On-Board 
Unit

V2C
V2I

CAN
LIN

MOST
FLEXRAY

ETHERNET
.....

Cellular 
Communications

DSRC/Wave
 .... 

C
ellular node

V2R
V2V

V2H

Figure 1: Overall IoV communication system architecture
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Table 1: List of acronyms
Acronym Full-form

ICT Information and Communication Technologies
IoT Internet of Things
IoV Internet of Vehicles
VANET Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network
V2X Vehicle-to-X
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle
V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
V2R Vehicle-to-Road
V2S Vehicle-to-Sensor
V2H Vehicle-to-Human
V2C Vehicle-to-Cellular
ECU Electronic Control Unit
CAN Controller Area Network
LIN Local Interconnect Network
MOST Media Oriented Systems Transport
ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
WAVE Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communication
QoS Quality of Service
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
SDN Software-Defined Networking
DST Dempster Shafer Theory
SVM Support Vector Machine
NDN Named Data Networking

1.2. Trust management in vehicular networks

The V2X paradigm brings more security concerns that arise from its spe-

cific characteristics (e.g., high mobility, highly dynamic topology, environment95

density, QoS constraints, etc.) and may lead to serious road hazards (e.g.,

accident, incident, or congestion). The use of this new generation of ITS frame-

work remains cautious and suspicious as vehicular networks become a further

open access environment that gets more exposed to attackers. Indeed, four

measurements in which attackers can be categorized: (1) Insider/outsider at-100

tackers, (2) malicious/rational attackers, (3) local/extended attackers, and (4)

active/passive attackers. In addition vehicular networks users dread infringe-

ment of their protection and revelation of their data. Besides, it is of paramount
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importance for users to make sure of received data (further data source) relia-

bility before using it. However, traditional security mechanisms may not tackle105

all these issues and provide comprehensive protection in current IoV scenarios

(e.g., anonymous authentication with, data quality assessment, sender credibil-

ity verification, dishonest node revocation, attacks detection, etc.). For instance,

cryptographic-based approaches cannot serve for credibility assessment. In a

nutshell, we remind conventional security requirements to be looked upon, such110

as integrity, confidentiality, availability, authentication, and non-repudiation.

Certain other specifications might be also appended, depending on IoV require-

ments in a given context, like auditing in terms of services tracking and con-

trol, and trustworthiness since non-trustworthy entity may rise malice actions.

Noting that trustworthiness is required particularly within autonomous driving115

context (as a concrete example, within cooperative perception scenario [18]). It

is therefore of paramount importance to organize trust in such environment and

distinguish dishonest entity from trustworthy. Accordingly, trust-based schemes

are additionally needed to assist in effective vehicular network deployment. It

is further worth noting that intra-vehicle communications security must also be120

handled [19]. Trust management refers to a set of steps where a node trying to

assign a trust degree to another node during their interaction. In other words,

the trust factor is a characteristic measured by a trustor node as a quantified

belief, and a trustee node (i.e., host node), in order to mitigate the bad effects of

malicious and selfish nodes actions. We need to consider misbehaving and self-125

ish nodes jointly. Yet, the segregation between the meaning of these two terms

is nevertheless helpful and beneficial. The node which generally aims at inten-

tionally leaving other entities’ ordinary behaviour is known as a misbehaving

node. It consists usually in the willingness to spread disperse and inject falsified,

malicious or fake data, or reach a deny services, while transmission. Whereas,130

a node is termed selfish once it seeks to attempt one’s proper interest and looks

at obtaining a benefit that can be served at the expense of other nodes. From

the intuitive segregation of definitions, we could draw that a malicious node is

considered selfish, for instance, once its behaviour refers to benefit a rise mu-
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tual resources utilization (e.g., bandwidth coverage) while declining sharing its135

owns (referred rather a greedy node), or its actions are uttered, for example, in

prevailing the higher communication quality (called also strategic node). Other

behaviour that corresponds to seek harm is considered malicious. In addition,

we can refer some trust related attacks like bad-mouthing attack (entity attack),

on-off attack (service attack), and black hole attack (route attack). Moreover,140

the trust factor can be used as a by-product to improve vehicular networks

services like routing [20], relay selection and information dissemination [21][22].

Hence, trust management is a significant pillar in vehicular security services,

and thus a formidable challenge encountered by vehicular networks. Having

briefly defined related trust notions, we point out also the importance of its145

overall properties (generally defined in regard to used metrics (subsection 2.1)).

The trust proprieties can be summarized in direct vs. indirect trust, local vs.

global trust, dynamic trust, asymmetric trust, subjective vs. objective trust,

history-based trust, and context-based trust. Over the past few years, extensive

research efforts have been put to build trust in general ad-hoc networks. Yet,150

effective trust-based approaches for vehicular networks context require ongo-

ing research, mainly within V2X environment and autonomous driving vehicles

context, where it is necessary, while designing, to accommodate related imper-

atives (e.g., QoS satisfaction). In fact, different QoS-related performances as-

pects and requirements like robustness, dynamicity, scalability, autonomy (e.g.,155

auto-configuration, and auto-optimization), complexity, communication over-

head, and resource constraints (e.g., energy consumption) should be more con-

sidered in trust-based vehicular networks realization. The main intent is to

reach better secure Quality-of-Experience for V2X services users.

1.3. Contribution and survey organization160

This article is meant mainly to serve as a brief survey on trust manage-

ment in vehicular networks. Despite the grow interest in this topic, dedicated

surveys are somewhat limited. In fact, we could not find different related sur-

veys that address trust management in vehicular networks in a holistic way. In
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contrast to published past surveys, we highlight in this paper the types of the165

proposed solutions for managing trust in vehicular networks. Hence, we pro-

vide our classification for these approaches based on used tools which include

artificial intelligence-enabling techniques and emerging technologies. Our paper

exposes first an overall view about basic trust notions and phases. Then, it

provides recent vehicular networks dedicated survey papers. Next, the paper170

presents major security and trust management challenges in the realm of ve-

hicular communications. Thereafter, the paper reviews some trust management

approaches within vehicular networks. The contribution of this survey consists

of a new taxonomy of approaches taxonomy, according to used tools. The pa-

per expands a little by discussing in short the efficiency of surveyed solutions,175

and giving future directions for trust management in vehicular networks. In

sum, the paper covers the following points: (1) Introduction of main concepts

for trust establishment, (2) Exposition of recent existing surveys on vehicular

networks, (3) Identification of major security and trust challenges in vehicular

networks, along with some related possible attacks, (4) New classification of180

recent trust management approaches in vehicular networks, (5) Discussion of

the reviewed approaches efficiency, and (6) Overview of IoV trust management

future directions. The article organizational structure is presented in Figure

2 with a top-down layout. To define the paper context and the key driving

motivations behind this work, we describe at the beginning the evolution of185

the automotive communication systems from ITS toward autonomous driving

technology, then, we exhibit the importance of security in this field, where we

outline the requirement of building trust for V2X. Also, we discuss the research

methodology in this paper. Section 2 presents an overview of basic trust con-

cepts. Section 3 provides recent existing surveys on vehicular networks. Section190

4 emphasizes on major security and trust challenges for IoV as well as their

potential attacks. Section 5 introduces our taxonomy for the recent proposed

trust management approaches in vehicular networks. Section 6 discusses briefly

reviewed approaches. Section 7 presents some future directions for trust man-

agement in IoV. Finally, Section 8 concludes the survey.195
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Figure 2: Survey paper organization

1.4. Research methodology

The main objective of this article is to identify, classify, analyze, and synthe-

sis the research papers on the security and particularly the trust management

in vehicular networks, to provide a summary of the works done in this field.

First, we establish a strategy for selecting the relevant papers. Accordingly, we200

present in this subsection the methodology adopted to conduct the selection of

the works to be included in our survey. Our literature search comprises the

definition of search strings, source bases, and inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Furthermore, defining the research questions is significant in reflecting the pur-

pose of the survey and the importance of the papers to be chosen. The research205

questions to be answered for our study are the following:

• What are the common concepts for the trust management in the litera-
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ture?

• What are the metrics used to assess the trust?

• What are the adopted tools in trust management?210

• How we can classify the trust approaches based on the used tools to later

interpret their efficiency?

We considered different search criteria as exclusion criteria in the activity of

papers selection. Hence, the papers not related to the defined research ques-

tions, and did not present scientific contributions on security aspect in vehicular215

networks context were excluded. The selected search criteria correspond mainly

to the year of publication, the citations number.

1.4.1. Search string & source bases

The relevant selection of keywords is crucial to ensure the identification of

the vital papers useful to answer the defined research questions. We started by220

applying the main search terms to extract the preferred results. Initially, we

proceeded a broad search for papers on Google Scholar and IEEE Xplore Digital

Library using “Trust” + “VANET”+ “vehicular networks” as keywords. We

received an excellent coverage of related papers. The amount of obtained papers

was about 415 on IEEE Xplore Digital Library. The search results denoted also225

that “reputation” represents a main term related with “trust”. However, to treat

the massive results and find vital new articles, we reformulated the keywords

to be “trust management” + “internet of vehicles” + “vanet” + “reputation”.

This served to provide us enough relevant papers. The second set of keywords

focused on the adopted tools in trust management within the vehicular context.230

We used the following search queries:

• “trust” + “vehicular network” + “internet of vehicles” + “reputation” +

{“machine learning” or "Cloud" or "Edge" or "Fog" or "SDN" or "Blockchain"}
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1.4.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

As previously mentioned, inclusion and exclusion criteria serve as an im-235

portant way to extract relevant papers to our survey. The main conditions to

select exhibited papers correspond to the year of publication and the number

of citations. The use of demographics filter was to realize and assess the evo-

lution of the trust management concept over time, as well as to include the

recent papers in case of multiple works introducing very similar schemes. The240

rational behind considering the number of citations was that we believe that pa-

pers having high citations have more impact and pertinent scientific potential.

Nevertheless, for papers published from 2018, this criteria was not necessarily

applied, since these works are considered recent. We raised also some questions

related to conducted experiments to further decide the papers’ quality (e.g., the245

experiments were properly explained?, Does experiments support the suggested

idea in the paper?). With these criteria, we selected the papers having accept-

able number of citations (with an average of 5 citations per paper) in different

relevant databases, from 2008 to present.

2. Trust management basic concepts250

Trust management mechanisms are widely deployed to secure network envi-

ronments. However, this concept has been initially defined in other contexts. To

understand the trust management approaches presented in this survey, we start

by giving a simple definition of the trust concept. First of all, trust is different

from trustworthiness that consists on the quality of being reliable. Moreover,255

trust can also be confused with reputation. It is important to note that in the

network environments, the reputation of a specific node is the opinion that can

be built on that node based on the recommendations of other network nodes

(direct or indirect neighbours). These recommendations are mainly deduced

based on previous exchanges with the node and considered as a feedback about260

the node behavior during the past. Concerning the trust concept, it is closely

related to its application domain and the associated discipline. Considering the
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sociology domain, the trust meaning is associated to persons and represents one

of the values to build the social relationships. From another point of view, in

the psychology discipline, the trust concept represents a relation between two265

persons the trustor and the trustee. The trustor will believe that the trustee

will do exactly what is expected. The trust relationship leads to a security and

optimism feeling if it succeeds, otherwise, it leads to insecurity and mistrust

feelings. In psychology, trust can be impacted by the life experiences and it

cannot be regained if lost. The trust concept has also been so attractive to270

secure networks within the computer science domain. In this context, the trust

is associated to the network entities or nodes. It represents the probability of

a node to be honest. When this probability is lower than a threshold, then the

node could be considered malicious. This subjective probability can vary from 0

when the node is completely distrusted to 1 when the node is completely trusted.275

When considering the IoV ecosystem, the trust concept is applied to all the en-

tities composing the IoV environment (vehicles, devices, humans, infrastructure

entities)

2.1. Trust properties

The trust may have many properties. To deal with them, we consider that280

the trust is a relationship between the two entities: a trustor and a trustee. The

trustor is the entity that has trust on the trustee. The trustee is the entity that

is considered as trustworthy. The properties of trust can be defined as follows:

• Direct: when the trust value is calculated based on the direct relationship

between the trustor and the trustee.285

• Indirect: when the trust value is calculated based on the recommendations

propagated from different neighbours to the trustor.

• Subjective: when the trust is calculated based on a personal opinion of

the trustor.

• Objective: when the trust is calculated based on well known parameters290

about the trustee entity.
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• Local: when the trust value is only available for the trustee and the trustor.

The value can not be propagated across the network.

• Global: each entity within the network has a unique trust value known by

all network entities.295

• Asymmetric: when an entity x give trust on an entity y, nevertheless, y

does not give trust on x.

• History-dependent: when the trust is determined based on past behaviors.

• Context-dependent: the trust value is related to some contextual condi-

tions (related to the network environment for example) or events.300

• Composite: when the trust value is based on different parameters such as

security, honesty, etc.

• Dynamic: when the trust value can be updated with time if any change

occurs on the parameters (for example the network topology). used to

calculate the initial trust value.305

2.2. Trust metrics

A holistic view on the proposed trust management approaches shows that

different metrics are applied (rather in different ways) for trust measurement

and evaluation. According to the related state-of-the-art, trust computation

includes the following typical metrics:310

• Reputation-based metrics: in this case the trust value is based on the

recommendations given about a specific node within the network. The

network nodes may share the same opinion about a node that is propa-

gated within the network. In this case, we are considering a major opinion

or a global feedback about that node.315

• Knowledge-based metrics: the trust value is calculated based on a direct

or a past experience that a node has or got with a specific node. These

14



metrics can be useful for example to detect the selfish nodes within the

network.

• Expectation-based metrics: in this case the node will calculate the trust of320

another node based on how it is expecting that node behavior. Its expecta-

tion may rely on its history with that node, on received recommendations

or only on an initial prediction when no previous communication exists

with that node.

• Node properties-based metrics: in this case, the trust formula is mainly325

based on a set of node properties like speed, direction, resource availability,

etc.

• Proximity-based metrics: in this case, the trust calculation uses the main

parameters of proximity with the considered node such as the time, the

location as well as the distance.330

• Environment factors-based metrics: in this case, the trust formula includes

some environment parameters or properties like the network density, the

considered network area, or the network topology (for example the pres-

ence of cluster heads), when dealing with an IoV network.

We remind that major trust metrics inherit its properties. From reviewed335

literature, we notice that reputation, knowledge, and proximity-based factors are

the most employed metrics. However, trust metrics are often properly selected

based on approach design purpose (or rather according to different criteria, such

as accuracy, dynamicity, and required time and resource for computation). We

can also give classes to trust metrics, as in [23] which identified (1) trust scale340

class (i.e., trust described by continuous, or discrete values), (2) trust facets class

(e.g., trust described by pair, or triplet values), and (3) trust logics class (i.e.,

trust described by probability, fuzzy values). Besides, trust can be distinguished

in different types like blind trust, conditional trust, or unconditional trust.
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2.3. Trust computation345

Trust computation includes different components (see Figure 3). Common

considered modules are briefly explained below. Once trust is established it is

managed for the duration of target nodes interactions.

Single-trust
Multi-trust

Trust formation

Trust prediction

Trust evaluation Experience
Knowledge 

Trust metrics

Trust update
Event-driven
Time-driven

Continuous trust

Trust aggregation

Trust propagationCentralized 

Distributed

Trust computation

gather the trust
assess the trust

Suggestion

.adjust the trust

Figure 3: General modules in trust computation

• Trust Propagation: Trust propagation module refers to the principle of de-

riving trust among different communication system nodes, based on gen-350

erated relationships and pre-existing trustworthiness values while collabo-

ration (e.g., recommendations). Trust propagation is noted as centralized

approach where trust is propagated to entities through centralized node

or technique, and distributed scheme where propagation do not requires

central agent [24]. Trust transitivity property and also trust fusion are the355

core factors of trust propagation. Such module provides key benefits. Re-

sources computation cost might be mitigated when measured trust value

is propagated over the network, instead of determining each individual

entity trust. Moreover, users who are globally trustworthy may command

better influence for services.360

• Trust Aggregation: diverse versions about the trust value of a node can

be propagated through different network paths. When receiving different
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trust values about a node, the aggregation module aims to define one single

value based on an aggregation of received values. Fuzzy logic, weighted

sum approaches, and Bayesian model are the major applied techniques for365

aggregation. Trust aggregation is the principle of composing trust based

on a trust path of the different received values.

• Trust Update: Trust update refers to updating trust value, which is a

very significant aspect. There are three schemes in trust update. (1)

Event-driven trust: node trust value get adjusted after an event occurrence370

or while transaction making, for instance, when a node is entering, or

hereupon a feedback on the quality of a provided service is transmitted

for trust aggregation operation. (2) Time-driven trust: concerns when

node trust value is applied for adjustment within a determined time period

using the aggregation scheme. (3) Continuous trust update: this serves to375

control one specific node tasks, and consists mainly of protecting integrity.

• Trust prediction: Trust prediction module aims to potentially predict trust

relationships among entities based on chosen metrics. In other words, it

refers to guess whether a truster node will trust another.

• Trust evaluation: Trust evaluation module includes generally experience380

(direct; local knowledge), suggestion, and global knowledge parts (indirect

and direct trust). Experience is forwardly computed by requesting node

neighbours and gets upgraded at regular intervals in the table of trust, then

it will be transmitted as a recommendation trust piece. The evaluated

trust value is then joined to the global knowledge part. These segments385

can serve for efficient trustworthiness assessment.

• Trust Formation: this module defines the trust formula. To define how

the trust will be calculated, we should define the set of trust properties

and metrics that should be considered for the trust formula. For that, the

trust formula can be simple or composed. Thus, two trust categories can390

be defined for the formation module:
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1. Single trust: in this case the trust formula is almost simple, it is con-

sidering only one specific property like direct (when we only consider

the previous direct exchanges with the node) , indirect (when we

consider the different recommendations built about the node), etc.395

(see section 2.1). Also, for the single trust, only one metric is almost

used for the evaluation. For example, when we consider the direct

property, we can use the knowledge-based metrics for evaluating the

trust. For the indirect property, the reputation-based metrics are

suitable to evaluate the trust.400

2. Multi-trust: when the trust formula satisfies more than one property

and is evaluated based on more than one metrics type then, we are

dealing with multi trust category. Indeed, the multi-trust serves to

optimize the trust value and it minimizes the error rate about the cal-

culated value. Considering many metrics helps to get more accurate405

and reliable trust values.

3. Existing surveys on vehicular networks

This section refers some recent existing reviews and survey papers that are

written in the context of vehicular networks (from 2017 to the time of writing

this paper). We summarize the contributions of these papers in Table 2 and410

Table 3. Indeed, we organize these works according to their main scopes that

refer to the following aspects: security issues, privacy issues, trust management

issues, routing and QoS issues. We remark that a limited number of papers have

highlighted IoV communications, more specifically trust management-focused

works. The cited surveys covering the works on vehicular networks, especially415

from security and privacy perspectives could bring more comprehension to our

survey content, since we will discuss in short the major IoV security challenges

in the next section.
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Table 2: Recent surveys on vehicular networks
Topic Ref

Year

Basic content Related

content
Security [25]

2019

security attacks in VANET subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[26]

2019

security, attacks, and applications in

VANET

subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[27]

2019

security attacks and protection schemes of

intelligent connected vehicles

subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[28]

2020

security issues and challenges in V2X subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[29]

2019

security issues and solutions for V2X subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[30]

2018

security standards and issues in V2X subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[31]

2019

security issues in V2X subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[32]

2018

security issues and research directions for

C-V2X

subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3
[33]

2019

security assessment of 5G V2X not considered

[34]

2018

authentication issues for cellular-assisted

V2X

not considered

[35]

2017

authentication issues in V2X not considered

[36]

2017

security challenges, authentication, and

trust models for VANET

subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3

section 5
Privacy [37]

2019

privacy regulations and attacks in

vehicular systems

not considered

[38]

2019

local differential privacy for securing IoV not considered

[39]

2019

privacy issues in IoV not considered

[40]

2019

authentication and privacy for VANET not considered
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Topic Ref

Year

Basic content Related

content
Privacy [41]

2019

location privacy techniques in VANET not considered

[42]

2019

privacy challenges in vehicular systems not considered

Trust

management

[43]

2020

trust management current trends and

future research directions in IoV

section 5

section 7
[44]

2020

trust management solutions in VANET

and future research directions

section 5

section 7
[45]

2019

trust management challenges, Blockchain,

and Fog solutions in social IoV

subsection 4.2

subsection 4.3
[46]

2019

trust management solutions in VANET section 5

[47]

2019

trust management risk-based decision

making solutions in VANET

not considered

[48]

2018

trust management solutions in VANET section 5

[49]

2018

trust management for secure routing in

VANET

section 5

[36]

2017

security challenges, authentication, and

trust models for VANET

subsection 4.1

subsection 4.3

section 5
Routing [50]

2020

location-based routing protocols in

VANET

not considered

[51]

2019

routing protocols solutions in IoV not considered

[52]

2019

optimization solutions for routing

protocols, and trends in VANET

not considered

[53]

2019

multimetrics-based routing protocols in

VANET

not considered

[54]

2019

link efficiency and link stability-based

routing protocols in VANET

not considered

[55]

2018

node trust-based routing protocols for

VANET

section 5

[56]

2018

routing protocols solutions in VANET not considered
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Topic Ref

Year

Basic content Related

content
Routing [57]

2018

routing protocols solutions in VANET not considered

[58]

2018

geographic routing protocols for VANET not considered

[59]

2018

topology and position-based routing

protocols in VANET

not considered

QoS [60]

2019

QoS issues in IoV not considered

[61]

2019

QoS in SDN-IoV not considered

[62]

2018

QoS issues in VANET not considered

[63]

2018

QoE/QoS models for video streaming in

VANET

not considered

[64]

2017

QoS aware broadcasting techniques in

VANET

not considered

3.1. Contributions of existing surveys in vehicular networks

As shown in Table 2, most existing surveys on vehicular networks studied se-420

curity issue and routing protocols. The surveys addressing the security covered

related issues and requirements, and exposed suggested solutions against pos-

sible attacks, following different taxonomies and nomenclatures e.g., [25]-[27].

Other surveys on security studied the threats for vehicular applications enabling

technologies, e.g., [30]-[32]. Besides, the impact of trending standardizations on425

security was highlighted such in [33]. Surveys on privacy challenges that are

encountered for vehicular applications deployment were provided in [[37]-[42]].

For example, in [41], the authors introduced further a privacy factor and in-

dicated that vehicle location, speed, and steering wheel angle consist of the

riskiest sensors regarding privacy. Study [38] stated that the local differential430

privacy can protect the privacy in IoV scenarios. Also, the combination of the

local differential privacy with emerging techniques e.g., machine learning can

provide potential solutions to guarantee the privacy. Surveys [50]-[59] presented
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the state-of-the-art of vehicular routing, following various taxonomies. We can

conclude that the SDN has the potential to enhance the routing schemes [51].435

Moreover, position, density, and speed are the most promising parameters in

routing within vehicular networks, and QoS routing protocols are mostly based

on stability [54]. Additionally, QoS becomes more challenging when deploying

multimedia vehicular applications [60]. Table 3 lists the pros and the cons of

the referred surveys.440

3.2. Comparison of our survey to existing surveys on trust management in ve-

hicular networks

Although there are a significant number of publications regarding the trust

management in vehicular network context, there is so far few comprehensive

surveys that cover all the various aspects of trust. For example, surveys [46][48]445

covered the main aspects of the trust in vehicular networks. The existing trust

approaches were divided in [46] as follows: reputation based, reputation and

similarity-based, reputation and utility-based, behaviour and similarity-based.

The concept of trust management, along with relevant trust approaches were

not presented in [36]. In [48], the trust approaches were reviewed without pro-450

viding a detailed classification. Besides, the emerging technologies-based trust

works (e.g SDN-based, Fog-based, and Blockchain-based) were not studied in

these two papers. The recent proposals for trust management in VANET from

the year 2014 to 2019 were reviewed, classified, and synthesized in [44]. The pa-

per covered more research works. The authors introduced a detailed taxonomy455

of trust solutions in VANET based upon significant factors. They provided a

comprehensive comparison and discussion. Compared to the previous surveys,

this paper is much more complete and meaningful, however more details about

trust management concept, involved modules, and possible related attacks are

needed. Besides, the paper does not include the trust in vehicular networks460

at large scale (i.e., considering the trust approaches in the IoV context). Au-

thors in [43] discussed the trust management in both VANET and IoV, yet the

different procedures consisting the trust management process were not intro-
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duced. Furthermore, for example the survey [45] provided a review in social

IoV. Nevertheless, a clear classification of studied approaches would be appre-465

ciated to help in evaluating their efficiency. Compared to the previous cited

surveys, our survey focuses on reviewing, classifying, and comparing the dif-

ferent trust-based proposals, while covering the various aspects of trust (trust

modules, trust metrics, trust attacks, trust and security challenges, related open

directions) (see Table 4). Our survey applies a complete taxonomy of trust ap-470

proaches in vehicular networks especially from the aspect of used tools, hence

it includes the various solutions for vehicular trust; we conduct an analysis on

two dimensions. The first dimension comprises the application of classical trust

models (entity-based, data-based, and hybrid models). The second dimension

covers the emerging trust schemes. This will help to pick out the advantages475

and the disadvantages of each adopted tool for trust management.

4. V2X challenges

The major challenges of vehicular communications are discussed in this sec-

tion. Particularly, we present V2X issues in terms of security and trust man-

agement, and we expose some trust-related attacks.480

4.1. V2X security challenges

The development of full potential V2X applications puts many requirements

to tackle primary communication system security challenges. Security issues

can come with network technologies heterogeneity, security policies, bootstrap-

ping, or network scalability regarding varied security solutions features designs,485

and also large network control along with security techniques. The high V2X

framework mobility, and hereupon the dynamic network topology nature and

the communication latency factor impose adapting proposed security schemes

features to the connection quality. Indeed, due to the fast vehicular nodes speed,

communication system parties establish short duration communication links, or490

may frequently have connections breakage; mostly vehicles when moving in op-

posite lines, which requires to address communication latency resulting issues
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Table 3: Pros and cons of referred surveys
Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[25]

2019

-Introduction of security challenges

and privacy in VANET, along with

possible attacks definition

-Review of security approaches in

VANET: cryptography-based

approaches, trust-based approaches,

and identity-based approaches

-Discussion of Cloud-based VANET

effectiveness, with identification of

related privacy and security issues

-Examination of VANET layers

protocols with possible attacks

identification

-Presentation of some emerging issues

in VANET

-The survey could elaborate

comprehensive evaluation of

Cloud-based (e.g., based on security

metrics with QoS management)

[26]

2019

-Exploration of VANET from

architectural view, standards,

characteristics, and security services

-Identification of attacks in VANET

-Review of works on VANET security

-Review of proposed authentication

approaches in VANET: cryptography-

based approaches and signature-based

approaches

-Discussion of simulation tools in

VANET (mobility simulators,

network simulators, and

comprehensive simulation)

-Identification of open challenges in

VANET, regarding security and

routing aspects

-The survey does not explore

Blockchain-based approaches)
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[27]

2019

-Identification of the major attack in

vehicular system

-Introduction of the key security

methods

-The survey could discuss further the

impact of the introduced methods on

QoS performance

[28]

2020

-Discussion of applications and

communication technologies for V2X

-Introduction of security challenges

and requirements in V2X

-Comparative study of V2X attacks

-Review of security schemes in V2X:

symmetric Key cryptography-based

approaches, privacy preservation

based approaches, and message

authentication based approaches

-Identification of future directions of

V2X from a security perspective

-The survey does not explore the

adopted architectures in V2X (e.g.,

Blockchain-based approaches)

[29]

2019

-Introduction of VANET from

architectural view, enabling

technologies and application domains

-Exploration of V2X security

challenges, and analysis of threats

for V2X enabling technologies

(IEEE802.11p and LTE-V2X)

-Review of security approaches in

V2X: cryptography-based approaches,

trust-based approaches, and identity-

based approaches

-Comparative study of security

approaches in V2X considering attack

type (internal, external attack),

message type, latency limit and model

structure

-The survey does not explore the

adopted architectures in V2X (e.g.,

Blockchain-based approaches)
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[29]

2019

-Identification of future directions of

V2X from security and QoS
[30]

2018

-Introduction of base standards for

security in V2X (ISO, ITU, IEEE, and

ETSI)

-Discussion of V2X security issues

-The survey does not provide the

future directions for V2X

standardizations (e.g, implication of

5G from a security perspective)
[31]

2019

-Presentation of VANET details

-Exploration of V2X

standardizations (802.11-OCB mode,

IETF IPWAVE, IEEE 1609 and ETSI

ITS, and Cellular-based: LTE/ 5G)

-Presentation of similarities and

differences between V2X

standardizations

-There is no threats analysis

-The survey does not provide possible

future directions of V2X

[32]

2018

-Analysis of the 3GPP security

requirements for C-V2X

-Exploration of trends for C-V2X

(e.g., machine learning, Fog, and

Cloud)

-The proposed works to mitigate

C-V2X attacks are not provided

[33]

2019

-Exploration of V2X standardizations

(IEEE 802.11p and cellular

technologies)

-Introduction of security requirements

for ITS applications

-Discussion of the impact of 5G NR

introduction in V2X

-The survey does not provide other

possible future directions of V2X

[34]

2018

-Introduction of VANET standards

and characteristics

-The survey highlights the possible

attacks in LTE-enabled V2X

-Authors have introduced the

corresponding counter measures

-Only two evaluation parameters are

considered: computational cost and

communication overhead
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[34]

2018

-Exploration of cellular-based V2X

features

-Review of authentication in LTE

based V2X

-Comparative analysis of the defence

methods in LTE-V2X

-Identification of future trends for

securing LTE-enabled V2X
[35]

2017

-The survey emphasizes the integrated

sensors for in-car authentication

-Review of deployed multi-factor

authentication solutions in V2X,

along with future of multi-factor

authentication for V2X

-Proposition of a MFA system that

relies on reversed Lagrange

polynomial to allow flexible in-car

authentication

-Improvement of the proposal

considering possible metrics’ static

behaviour

-Authors could present a use case for

the evaluation phase

[36]

2017

-Identification of security challenges

and possible solutions in VANET

-Review of authentication schemes in

VANET

-Introduction of some trust-based

approaches in VANET

-The survey does not provide the

comparison of the authentication

schemes

-Details about trust management

concept are missing

-The survey does not provide the

related open directions
[37]

2019

-Introduction of automotive privacy

regulations

-Review of privacy attacks according

to three factors: driver

fingerprinting, location inferencing,

-The survey does not provide the

solutions against the reviewed attacks
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[37]

2019

and driving-behavior

-Introduction of a privacy score for

risk assessment
[38]

2019

-An overview of autonomous driving

technology

-Survey of works on local differential

privacy in the IoV, with comparative

analysis

-Evaluation of the surveyed schemes:

identification of associated limitations

-Authors could add criteria to

evaluate the surveyed models

[39]

2019

-Review of privacy models in the IoV:

differential privacy, distributional

privacy, crowd-blending privacy, and

randomized response model

-Authors could add criteria to evalu-

ate the surveyed models

-The survey does not provide related

future directions
[40]

2019

-Classification of several

authentication and privacy schemes

-The surveyed schemes are

classified according to the adopted

mechanisms (e.g., pseudonymous-

based, group based, identity, and

hybrid anonymous-based)

-Evaluation of the surveyed schemes:

identification of associated limitations

-The survey does not provide related

future directions

[41]

2019

-Overview of VANET

-The survey focuses on location

privacy in vehicular networks

-Review of group-based

authentication approaches, mix

groups-based authentication

approaches, and obfuscation-based

approaches

-Comparative analysis of the

discussed techniques

-Related Future directions are not

provided
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[42]

2019

-Introduction of characteristics of

connected and autonomous vehicles

-Categorization of privacy challenges

for connected and autonomous

vehicles, according to vehicle tasks

-Classification of privacy

preserving approaches into:

anonymity-based, perturbation-

based, and cryptography-based

-Qualitative analysis of reviewed

approaches

-Identification of privacy open issues

in vehicular systems

-Authors could explore privacy

persevering with QoS management

[43]

2020

Trust management is discussed in

both VANET and IoV

-Taxonomy of reviewed trust

approaches in VANET and IoV

-The survey provides the trends in

trust management within VANET

and IoV and the open directions

-Details about trust management

procedures are missing

[44]

2020

-Overview of VANET

-Taxonomy of trust approaches

in VANET according to adopted

methodologies

-Comparative analysis of reviewed

works

-Identification of open directions for

trust in VANET

-Details about trust management

procedures are missing

-The survey does not provide a

detailed information of trust related

attacks

-The survey does not explore the trust

in vehicular networks at large scale

(i.e., considering the IoV context)
[45]

2019

-The survey explores the trust

management in social IoV

-Presentation of social IoV details

-The survey explains the trust metrics

-Identification of trust management

-Authors could analyze the proposed

trust approaches following a clear

classification to more understand the

related benefits and drawbacks
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[45]

2019

challenges in social IoV, along with

trust-related attacks discussion

-Authors have provided the trends for

trust management in social IoV (e.g,

Blockchain, and Fog)
[46]

2019

-Overview of security requirements

-Classification of threats in VANET

considering the attacker type and the

attack goal

-Classification of trust schemes

in VANET according to adopted

methodologies

-Identification of future directions for

trust in VANET

-Classification of trust metrics into

vehicle trust-based, message trust-

based, and common metrics-based

-Comparison of the reviewed

approaches according to used trust

model, methodology, addressed

attacks and domains of application

-The survey does not discuss the

recent solutions for managing trust in

vehicular networks (e.g, Blockchain-

based)

-Details about trust

management procedures are missing

-The survey does not explore the trust

in vehicular networks at large scale

(i.e., considering the IoV context)

[47]

2019

-Survey of the trust approaches

having incorporated the risk factor in

VANET

-Analysis of the considered factors

-Identification of related open

directions

-The survey does not explore the trust

in vehicular networks at large scale

(i.e., considering the IoV context)

[48]

2018

-Overview of security issues in

VANET

-The survey highlights fuzzy logic-

based trust approaches

-Authors could study the proposals

following a clear classification to help

in interpreting the related benefits

and drawbacks

-The survey does not provide a

detailed information of trust related

attacks
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[48]

2018

-Details about trust management

procedures are missing

-The survey does not discuss the

recent solutions for managing trust in

vehicular networks (e.g, Blockchain-

based)

-The survey does not give future

directions for trust in VANET
[49]

2018

-Identification of trust management

challenges in VANET

-Analysis of the algorithms adopted

by routing schemes according to QoS

performance and used methodologies

-Discussion of some related open

directions

-Authors could provide a clear

classification for the reviewed works to

help in distinguishing their efficiency

-Details about trust management

procedures are missing

-Authors could discuss the efficiency

of VANET emerging architecture to

build trusted routing
[50]

2020

-Exploration of VANET routing

standards

-The survey highlights locations-

based routing protocols

-Extensive review and classification of

proposed solutions against location-

based routing issues into four

sub-categories: repair strategy-based,

optimum forwarder selection,

broadcasting overhead-based, and

accurate positioning-based

-Comparison of reviewed solutions

using different criteria

-Examination of challenges associated

with hybrid communication

technology (WAVE/LTE)

-Identification of future directions for

The survey does not explore

architectures in routing
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[50]

2020

-secure routing in VANET and IoV

[51]

2019

-Classification of proposed solutions

for routing in the IoV according to

used methods: swarm intelligence

based, Bio inspired-based

-The classification extends from

security aspect, including key

management, intrusion detection, and

trust strategies

-Comparison of reviewed protocols

using a set of criteria

-Discussion of two network

architectures in vehicular networks:

traditional architecture-based and

SDN architecture-based

-Details of routing criteria and SDN

architecture’ impact on routing

performances of vehicular

applications

-Authors could present in the trends

the different optimization strategies

for vehicular routing

[52]

2019

-Review of different taxonomies and

various nomenclatures for routing

protocols in VANET

-Authors have emphasis on

geographical protocols

-Exposition of optimization methods

for enhancing routing protocols in

VANET: bio-inspired, computational

intelligence, SDN, Cloud and Fog

-Identification of open challenges for

developing robust routing in the IoV

-Authors could give a comparative

evaluation of the introduced

optimization methods (e.g, regarding

QoS management)

[53]

2019

-Overview of VANET

-The survey focuses on multimetrics-

-It would be interesting to compare

routing and dissemination approaches
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[53]

2019

based routing protocols

-Authors have explained the utility of

designing metrics in routing

-Classification of multimetric-routing

proposals for VANET

-Discussion of dissemination

algorithms in VANET
[54]

2019

-The survey emphasizes the

significance of QoS-based routing

protocols in VANET

-Authors have highlighted the routing

protocols considering link efficiency

and link stability parameters

-A sub classification for the reviewed

proposals according to their used

methods would be appreciated to

more clarify the impact on the Qos

-The survey does not provide possible

future directions for the QoS-based

routing protocols

[55]

2018

-The survey focuses on discussing

secure trust-based routing in VANET

-The introduction of basic trust

concepts is missing

-The survey does not emphasis the

techniques and the trust metrics that

were applied to establish the trust in

the reviewed proposals

-The survey does not provide possible

future directions for the trusted

routing in vehicular networks
[56]

2018

-Overview of VANET and its

simulation environment

-Discussion of the strengths and the

weakness in the existing routing

protocols for VANET

-Identification of routing challenges in

VANET

-The paper does not give the

possible trends to build robust routing

in VANET
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[57]

2018

-Overview of VANET deployment

challenges

-Comparison between reactive routing

protocols and proactive routing

protocols

-The survey discusses only the

topology and the position based

protocols

-Future directions are missing

[58]

2018

-Introduction of the challenges in the

design of position based for VANET

-Review of the geographic-based upon

the routing in VANET

-Discussion of related deserves and

demerits

-Identification of future directions for

geographic-based routing in VANET

-Trends in optimization methods are

missing

[59]

2018

-Presentation of VANET details

-Identification and categorization of

VANET issues into technical

challenges and security challenges

-Examination of the topology and the

position-based upon the routing in

VANET, following related advantages

and disadvantages

-Future directions and possible

optimization methods for routing in

VANET are not given

[60]

2019

-Identification of QoS significance and

challenges in the IoV

-Classification of QoS specifications

(QOS metrics and QOS policy)

-Discussion of the measurement

parameters that could impact the

performance of the IoV

-The survey does not explore

architectures and answer QoS

satisfaction

[61]

2019

-The survey focuses on the QoS in

SDN-IoV environment

-Authors could provide more

comprehensive analysis of the

reviewed works
[62]

2018

-Review of the proposed approaches

for QoS maintaining: RSU-based,

Cloud-based, machine-to-machine

-The survey does not explore

architectures and answer QoS

satisfaction
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Ref

Year

Pros Cons

[62]

2018

communication-based, and mobile

agent-based

-Discussion of routing protocols

designed with keeping in mind QoS

considerations: exploration of their

applicability in different scenarios
[63]

2018

-Review of QoE/QoS correlation

models for transmission in VANET

-Presentation of QoE applications in

video streaming

-Analysis of influence factors of QoE

in video streaming

-Identification of related challenges

and open issues

-More extensive analysis of QoE

influencing factors in vehicular

networks would be appreciated

[64]

2017

-Presentation of the details of VANET

-Review of dissemination strategies

and broadcast protocol

-The survey focuses on QoS aware

broadcasting

-Identification of broadcasting issues

in VANET

-Specification of QoS requirements in

VANET

-Classification and comparative study

of QoS aware broadcasting protocols

in VANET (according to used

techniques)

-Identification of related challenges

and future trends

-The survey does not explore

architectures and answer QoS

satisfaction
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Table 4: Comparison with existing surveys
Comparison aspects Ref

[43]

Ref

[44]

Ref

[45]

Ref

[46]

Ref

[47]

Ref

[48]

Ref

[49]

Ref

[36]

Our

survey

Coverage of

main

concepts

trust modules no no no no no no no no yes
trust metrics yes yes yes yes yes no no no yes
trust challenges yes no yes yes yes no yes no yes
trust attacks yes no yes yes yes no no no yes
open directions yes yes yes yes yes no yes no yes

Works taxonomy yes yes no yes no yes yes yes yes

Comparative

analysis

evaluation criteria no yes no yes yes yes yes yes yes

simulation setup no no no no no no no no yes
VANET yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes yes

Domain/scenario
IoV/V2X yes no yes no no no no no yes

such as defining target messages for exchange or filtering. This fact makes the

network system more sensitive to threats (e.g., very limited time for suspicious

nodes identification). It may accordingly result out of certain messages pri-495

ority, buffering and queuing issues. Vehicular cyber physical systems require

evidently maximum immune to dangerous attacks. Assaults on system and

its participating users can disturb the whole V2X communication. Exchanged

messages can be falsified and filled by dummy information. Attackers also get

access to the system to delete, or intercept forwarded data. Furthermore, ex-500

amples of attackers who steal other device identity (i.e., Sybil attack, more

specifically e.g., sensor impersonation attack), and seek to prohibit the use of

system communications channels (e.g., channel jamming attack) need to be

prevented. Inaccurate traffic messages, and forgeries; false warnings and bogus

misconduct reports might be generated, which increases safety services threats505

and consist of causing many risks like vehicular nodes crashes, traffic collision,

and immaculate drivers sanction. Privacy is further an exposed challenge. This

aspect is well related to trust issues. Research works on security in vehicu-

lar cyber physical systems comprise generally cryptography-based techniques
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(e.g., asymmetric cryptography, and symmetric cryptography), and identity-510

based techniques (e.g., pseudonym-based, geographic proximity, id-based sig-

nature, and certificate-based authentication). Other security schemes utilize

privacy preservation techniques. In addition, we remind standard security mea-

sures like IEEE P1609.2, and LTE-V2X, and also intrusion detection system

tools. The effectiveness of used techniques is evaluated with regard to intended515

performances criteria to be met (e.g., addressed attacks).

4.2. V2X trust management challenges

Many challenges can weaken the trust management schemes while developed

in V2X environment. The major challenges that we intend to mention are,

likewise general security models threats, related to the safeguard against most520

correlated attacks and QoS trust (see Figure 4). V2X users look for trustworthi-

ness in derived relationships while cooperation. Thus, trust-based approaches

are concerned with malicious and selfish nodes. Examples of malicious attacks

are black hole attack, message replay attack and malicious code attack. For

instance, a malicious node receives packet and discards it instead of relaying525

it to the destination, in black hole attack. Secure routing schemes are efficient

against such attack. Further, we point reputation-based malicious attacks. Bad

mouthing is a well-known form of reputation-based attacks. It can ruin the

good trust reputation of nodes through providing bad recommendations. An-

other example of malicious node behaviour is on-off attack. This attack consists530

to launch malignant service, and behave well alternatively, so as to evade bad

trust reputation. The selfish node behaviour comprises kind of prevalent attacks

like repudiation attack, where a greedy node seeks to deny communication and

causes the loss of nodes’ actions tracking and events logging. Other instances of

malicious attacks consist of movement tracking attack, traffic packets extraction535

and analysis, and transmitted message sniffing. These attacks can be mitigated

with the use of privacy preservation mechanisms. In this context, we remind

the privacy concern in V2X. Good trade-off in terms of trust and privacy is

still claimed, since portion of critical personal data that can reveal connected
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Trust

Selfish attacks
-repudiation
-message spoofing...

QoS

Malicious attacks
-black hole, message replay...
-data-integrity attacks 
(e.g., on data-based trust model)...
-reputation attacks: bad mouthing...

RSU

CN

Privacy

attacks on hardware devices,
V2X-enabling technologies

 
-movement tracking, message sniffing...

Figure 4: V2X trust management challenges

parties identities are shared (e.g., vehicle identity revealing attack), in other540

words, node identity disclosure affects trust relationships, and hence the com-

munication process. Trust models threats can be also the outcome of malicious

attacks on data integrity (e.g., on data-based trust model), hardware devices,

or V2X-enabling technologies.

4.3. Security attacks on vehicular networks545

Due to the vulnerabilities that characterize the vehicular environments, many

attacks can occur on these networks. In literature, many efforts have been pro-

posed to classify and define taxonomies for these attacks. Many surveys were

also dedicated to deal with attacks in vehicular environments [65]. In this sub-

section, we give in Table 5 a succinct introduction to these attacks and provide550

to the reader relevant references about some related solutions.
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Table 5: Attacks samples in vehicular networks
Attack Description Conditions Solutions
Sybil

attack

The node within the

network propagates more

than one identity. The

attacker can propagate

across the network

erroneous information

based on false identities

Sybil attack can be more

probable within networks

using geographical

routing. It facilitates

falsifying the position for

the attacker

[66]-[70]

Denial of

Service

attack

(DoS)

Impact the network

availability (the network

established by the RSU

for example) through

sending a huge number of

requests

The attacker can exploit

vulnerabilities of end-to-

end congestion control

protocols in order to

deteriorate network

performances. The attack

is also facilitated when

many attackers

collaborate from different

locations to perform it (it

is called DDOS)

[71]-[75]

Blackhole

attack

It is a kind of denial of

service (DoS) where the

attacker drops all the

data packets. All the

information and packets

are redirected to a

malicious vehicle

claiming that it is an

optimum routing path

after the broadcast of a

false routing information

The attacker exploits the

freshness feature of route

to hide the true paths

from the other nodes, it

can broadcast false

routing information and

entice others to route

across itself, claiming that

his path is the best one.

[76]-[79]

Wormhole

attack

Two or more malicious

vehicles linked by a low

latency communication

The attacker can

collude with other

malicious nodes

[80]-[81]
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Attack Description Conditions Solutions
Wormhole

attack

channel form a tunnel to

transfer packets.

Attackers announce that

the tunnels are of high

quality towards the

destination for

neighboring cars that

use them in their paths.

Therefore, the sent data

will be under the control

of the attackers

to misguide victims by

exploiting routing

protocols. Attackers will

place themselves in the

most vital position to

form a tunnel and

advert the other nodes

that they are in the best

position to forward the

packets (shortest route)

Bogus

information

attack

The attacks propagate

false information across

the network (for example,

false positive

information)

The attacker has a good

knowledge about the

network and can change

from a cluster to another

to not be detected

[82]-[84]

Replay

attack

It consists of replaying the

transmission of old valid

messages and

injecting them in the

network. The malicious

node can save

transmitted data from the

network and then reuses

them to deceive

legitimate vehicles. It

entraps the network using

expired messages

When injecting back the

messages to the network,

the location table of the

node gets poisoned by the

replayed contents.

Besides the messages

replays causes the

increasing of the network

bandwidth cost. This can

lead to the discard of

priority messages

[85]-[88]

Passive

eavesdrop-

ping attack

It threatens

confidentiality in VANET

aiming to get

unauthorized access to

confidential VANET

information

The attacker gathers

the confidential data of

nodes. It observe silently

the behaviour and the

current location of the

victim node

[89]-[92]
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Attack Description Conditions Solutions
Passive

eavesdrop-

ping attack

(i.e. vehicles location,

public and private keys,

etc.). An attacker can

stock information of the

normal vehicles and profit

of it to damage the

network

The identification of such

malicious node is very

difficult as it behaves in a

normal way and it is

limited to intercept the

communication

5. Trust management approaches in vehicular networks

Trust management approaches are usually categorized into the following pop-

ular classes: (1) entity-based approaches, (2) data-based approaches, and (3)

combined approaches, (based on the solution revocation target). On the one555

hand, we can further divide these classes in general in terms of reputation and

knowledge, similarity, and utility. On the other hand, these approaches can

rely on miscellaneous tools (e.g., enabling techniques, and network-advanced

architectures) to take their merits for more efficient trust management strat-

egy. Accordingly, we review in the following section some classical examples560

(e.g., simply inspired by probabilistic logic) of trust management solutions for

vehicular communications in each aforementioned class. Next, we present our

taxonomy for the recent related approaches, which is based on used tools. We

broadly focus on artificial intelligence and advanced technologies tools. Here,

our taxonomy can be viewed as a sub-classification of above existing classes.565

Shortly, Figure 5 draws the contribution of this survey, which consists of pre-

senting our taxonomy for trust management approaches in vehicular networks,

along with resume tables of the surveyed approaches (Tables 6-7, 8-9, 10-11) in

subsection 5.2) containing related used trust metrics, applied tools, simulation

experiments, and comparative criteria. Figure 5 summarizes also the existing570

trust-approaches in vehicular networks (entity, data and hybrid based). We

remind that we classify the proposed approaches into two categories: (1) artifi-

cial intelligence-based approaches that apply clustering, reinforcement learning,
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fuzzy logic, and game theory techniques, and (2) emerging technologies-based

approaches that apply Cloud, Fog, Edge, Blockchain, and SDN.

Entity-based approaches Data-based approaches Combined approaches
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Figure 5: Contribution of this survey

575

5.1. Existing classification for trust management approaches

The entity oriented approaches consider that the trust concept is associated

to the network nodes. These approaches aim to evaluate the trustworthiness of

the nodes participating in the data forwarding and data exchanges within the

network. Then, based on the evaluation of their trust level, the malicious nodes580

may be excluded from the network or isolated. A part of the existing entity-

based approaches in literature are inheriting from the social trust dimension.

These approaches are mainly considering reputation-based metrics. Thus, to

calculate the trust value of a trustee node, the trust formula is mostly based on

past knowledge-related metrics such as the node experience about the perceived585

behavior and activities over time as well as on the exchanged recommendations
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among the different entities. Other works are considering a multifaceted trust.

Indeed, in addition to the reputation-based metrics, they consider the similarity

factor. This latter refers to entities having the same properties. For example,

within an IoT network, a vehicle belonging to a specific cluster may consider590

that the vehicles belonging to the same cluster are more trustworthy than those

belonging to other clusters. For this example, we can be based on the proximity

of the node to assign a better trust value to the trustee node.

In data-based approaches, trust is linked to the produced message content,

which means that these solutions require data authenticity instead entity le-595

gitimacy evaluation. Utility is an important aspect to evaluate the data con-

tent’s trustworthiness. The utility is introduced to refer a specific beneficial

act, a worth or usefulness of produced event, in comparison with other actions

in same context. Data utility assessment uses often such trust factors: prox-

imity, time, vehicular node role, and occurred event type. Hence, data-based600

approaches can be distinguished into information oriented methods and event

oriented methods. Similarity aspect has been also introduced to assess data

trust value. Initially, similarity refers to exchanged data contents coincidence,

regarding some parameters like time and closeness. This fact helps in reducing

disseminated data amount and ensuring that only useful contents are spread.605

Nevertheless, we can not reach typically the assessment of trustworthiness of

each exchanged messages part with this model. Moreover, data sparsity repre-

sents the major issue for this class. Combined trust management approaches

are based on the trustworthiness of both entity and exchanged data, for better

efficient trust computation. Entity trustworthiness assists in data trust value610

assessment [93]; The data content that has been evaluated to be reliable by

many trusted entities is suggested as trustworthy to other nodes.

5.1.1. Entity-based trust management approaches

In [94], authors proposed a reputation infrastructure-based approach that

aims to identify selfish and misbehaving entities. The approach relies on three615

trust metrics to assess the reputation value of every single vehicle: (1) past
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and direct entity experiences, (2) surrounding vehicles recommendations, and

(3) recommendations from the infrastructure (through available RSUs). Like-

wise, the proposal considers trust levels (Not trust, +/- Trust, and Trust), and

severity levels (high, medium, and low) to be assigned, respectively, to each620

vehicle and transmitted message, in order to determinate the received content

acceptance. This task is performed through probability rules. The content with

’high’ severity level is accepted if its issuer reputation score belongs to ’Trust’

level, while other contents with lower severity level are accepted from entities

placed in ’+/- Trust’ or ’Trust’ level. An example of similarity-based approach625

was presented in [95] to cope with the injection of false information within

VANET safety-related events reports. The similarity rating is derived through

periodic beacons that carry location and speed information. Authors relied

also on an echo protocol to achieve trust rating and validate produced reports

i.e., supervising the ordinary and anticipated behaviour of neighbour vehicles630

in regard to their reported event. Another multifaceted-agents trust modeling

solution for VANET environment was referenced in [96]. The trust computa-

tion procedure core comprises agents trust maintaining part which is priority

notion-based (combines role and experience metrics), and majority opinion-

based trusted agents feedback aggregation part. More specifically, the process635

of trust computation consists of forming a selected agents list, ordered based

on priority metrics, for advice asking/ report. When receiving responses, the

requester entity proceeds to majority-based trust calculation. The feedback is

followed once majority response consensus is reached otherwise the requester

entity follows the advice of highest trust rate list agent, then it evaluates the640

reliability of the advice (with highlight on location/time event factors), and

finally updates agents’ value trust. Similarly, authors in [97] designed a mul-

tifaceted trust scheme for agents in VANET. The trust values of honest nodes

are maintained to demand their related feedback. The authors consider the

role, the experience, the majority opinion, and the priority metrics to deter-645

mine the trustworthiness and ask the proper advisors. Accordingly, when an

advice is sought, the proposal scheme proceeds to require multi agents, receive
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the replies and then proceeds the majority-based trust calculation. The nodes

are considered having : (1) authority role , (2) expert role , (3) seniority role,

and (4) ordinary role, and the number of interactions is taken into account to650

measure the experience factor. In addition, a forgetting factor is introduced

to deal with the behavior changes. In [98] the reputation of VANET nodes is

modeled to assess node trust. Each node shares its trust with other entities by

transmitting trust messages to an authentic infrastructure. This later consists

of reputation management center collecting nodes’ trust. The trust messages655

are filtered by the authentic infrastructure on the basis of statistical regularity.

Every node can acquire updated trust data from the reputation center. The

reputation is determined through historical trust and authentic center recom-

mendation. The highway platooning scenario was addressed in [99]. The repu-

tation metric is employed to rank the platoon head vehicles. The system model660

includes a server to evaluate the head vehicles’ trust. The reputation values are

computed by the collection of feedbacks from user vehicles. The system applies

an iterative filtering to exclude the feedbacks of the malicious user vehicles. The

reliable platoon head vehicle is then recommended by the server node. The au-

thors of the work [100] elaborated an attack-resistant trust inference scheme for665

VANET, which was able to cope with black/grey hole attacks by quantifying

subjective trust and recommendation trust. Specially, the subjective trust is de-

rived from historical interactions, whereas the recommendation trust is gained

based on neighbours opinions. Subsequently, the authors demonstrated a trust-

aware multicast routing protocol. Reference [101] highlighted the authentication670

based on trust assessment in VANET.The authentication process comprises the

evaluation of direct trust; computed from behaviour trusts, and the estimation

of the indirect trust based on the given recommendations. Behaviour trusts

are maintained by authority units. The indirect trust is adopted to allow all

the vehicles in the network to validate the new accessing node. The method675

uses correlation coefficient to identify the malicious vehicles and remove their

recommendations. Then, the average of recommendation trusts is calculated

to obtain the final recommended trust. Likewise, a reputation-based message
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authentication for 5G-enabled vehicular was developed in [102]. In this model,

a trusted authority node is in charge of reputation management in order to680

decide whether the vehicle node can access the network. A vehicle with a low

reputation value cannot obtain the credit reference from the trusted authority

node to participate in the communication.

5.1.2. Data-based trust management approaches

Authors in [103] were the first to assume that entity-based trust assessment685

is not enough. Accordingly, they introduced an establishment of data trust

suitable for VANET context. Each type of node has a predefined trustworthi-

ness value. Reports by each node type on each kind of events are evaluated

using default trustworthiness ranking and other trust metrics derived from se-

curity status value (which denotes node trust level), as well as dynamic nodes690

attributes such time proximity and location closeness; regarding that the re-

porter is more likely to have accurate messages as it is close to the generated

event location, or further has the most recent report. The reports containing

the same event are combined, then reports validity is inferred using a decision

logic scheme. Authors in [104] presented a scheme for detecting rogue node in695

VANET through messages similarity. The main idea consists of checking close

vehicles self-reported and received messages similarity. Within a moving win-

dow, each vehicle can calculate its own flow value based on speed and density

parameters correlation, using the Greenshields traffic model. When receiving

message (i.e., flow value), the vehicle compares it with its estimated flow mea-700

surement. Afterward, the vehicle can accept the received content if it matches

with the traffic model and its own calculations (i.e., other close vehicles flow

values are similar to its own computed value), otherwise the sender is singled

out and reported. Authors in [105] introduced an intrusion-aware trust solution

for VANET. In this approach, the data trust assessment requires the computa-705

tion of confidence and trust values for every received content about particular

event. To perform confidence measurement, receiver vehicles rely on location

closeness, data freshness, location correctness, and time information verification
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parameters. In a second step, the method proceeds to trust value measure-

ment on the basis of sender vehicles number and their confidence values. After710

that, the receiver needs to decide the message acceptance according to highest

trust and acceptable threshold values. The trust on information in VANET was

considered also in work [106], where the RSU node is employed to execute the

trustworthiness establishment, along with the use of ant colony optimization

algorithm. This infrastructure-based approach aimed to attenuate the CFD715

attack through the filtration ability in RSU. The ant colony optimization al-

gorithm integrates observation with feedback information to measure the data

trust. The observation factor is defined using the distance from the reported

event and the detection range of the vehicle. The RSU, as an intermediator

node, gathers and transforms vehicles’ reports into evidences to disseminate720

the trust. A RSU and beacon based trust scheme was further highlighted in

[107]. The vehicles, with the cooperation of RSUs, build, use and disseminate

the trust values by verifying the plausibility of the beacons and the reported

events with the tanimoto coefficient.The trust building for VANET in [108] was

completed through location proximity, time closeness, and location verification.725

The receiver node measures its confidence on each message reported from unique

senders about a specific event. The trust value is determined for each unique

message reporting the same event. Then, the proposed method sorts the com-

puted trust values to make the decision in favour of the particular message. The

message validation-based approach in [109] consisted to assign the trust accord-730

ing to message similarity, message conflict and route similarity. The routing

path parameter is involved to alleviate the fact that the probability of reporting

similar tampered messages increases as more the senders share common nodes.

5.1.3. Combined trust management approaches

Authors in [93] established for location privacy enhancement in VANET735

aimed to distinguish trustworthy messages by treating beacon messages to com-

pute entity trust, and verifying event messages and beacon messages plausibility

to construct data trust. Cosine similarity is used to assess the trust of beacon
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sender entity (based on position, velocity, and drive direction values). The

proposed mechanism also takes into account the historical trust information of740

surrounding vehicles beacons. Data trust is evaluated in two dimensions, i.e.,

direct trust (beacons and direct received events), and recommendation trust.

Direct event message trustworthiness is determined through verifying vehicle

position and movement information; by using tanimoto coefficient additionally

to the cosine similarity. Indirect event information trust is evaluated based on745

vehicles recommendations. In next step, event reputation value is computed to

obtain the overall message trustworthiness. In addition, the Dempster-Shafer

Theory (DST) is applied to combine transmitted opinions trustworthiness. The

acceptance decision will be taken according to a trust degree threshold. Refer-

ence [110] studied a scheme that addresses VANET traffic data trustworthiness750

as well as vehicle nodes, by behaviour assessment and similarity rating. The

scheme proposed DST-based data analysis as an evidences combination phase,

serving for trust evaluation. The trustworthiness of data is measured through

reported traffic information similarity. Nodes trustworthiness is described using

functional trust which denotes how likely the vehicle can conduct appropriate be-755

haviour (the scheme assigns for each node a function of misbehaviours observed

by neighbouring nodes), and collaborative filtering-based recommendation trust.

Cosine similarity is applied to help the evaluation of recommendations credibil-

ity. Specially, trust rate formation, trusted neighbour selection, and predicted

trust rate computation are carried to help define the recommendation trust.760

Another trust-method that combines behaviour and similarity factors is pro-

posed in [111], for VANET traffic signal control-applications. The approach

enables the detection of the malicious data that are injected by Sybil attack.

The trust values are assigned through the verification of the similarity between

the expected and the real behaviour (i.e., driver reaction face to traffic signals)765

of a vehicle, and the similarity of neighbour vehicles generated messages. In a

different work, authors in [112] integrated the particle filters to carry out the

plausibility check and estimate the trust of neighbour nodes. They performed

the aggregation of the different data in one particle filter per neighboring node to
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avoid the duplication. The separate particle filter aims to achieve a local consis-770

tency verification of location-related data in each vehicle. The assessment of the

trustworthiness relies on the trust value of the analyzed message and the sender

confidence (history-based). The integration of Perron Frobenius theorem was

studied in [113] to execute trust management in VANET and deal with the ab-

sence of the majority of direct trust metrics. The estimation of trustworthiness775

takes into consideration the types of received messages, the direct interactions

and the recommendations from vehicles, and the content of the messages. The

problem of information cascading and oversampling in VANET was studied in

[114]. A voting scheme is proposed to decide the opinions of nodes based on

the received messages. Each vehicle has different opinion weight according to its780

closeness from the reported event. Higher weights are given to vehicles which are

situated close to the event. To address traffic message plausibility in VANET,

an event-based reputation system was elaborated in [115]. The main functions

supported in this system are event management, reputation adaptation, event

reputation collection, and event confidence list collection. The event reputation785

score defines the intensity level of a traffic event. The reputation of the vehicle is

increased by one once this vehicle detects the traffic event. The confidence score

indicates the reliability degree of the traffic event. Considering these factors,

the event intensity and the event reliability are evaluated at the same time. The

approach presented in [116] used context to filter bogus messages. The trust790

computation is conducted by the analysis of the different messages that report

the same event, considering previous knowledge and majority consensus. Thus,

each message has to be validated by many vehicles before the event is regarded

as true. The database that maintains the trust values is cleaned periodically

by discarding faulty messages. The objective of work [117] is to make adap-795

tive decision to improve the efficiency of the trust management in VANET. The

decision making scheme will trigger when the time delay exceeds the defined

threshold, or in case where the number of received messages overrides the spe-

cific threshold. The decision is made according to the trust degree computed

through reporting events.800
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5.2. Our classification of trust management approaches

To date, there are different techniques devised for managing trust when de-

ploying vehicular networks. The conceived approaches include broadly both ar-

tificial intelligence-enabling conventional schemes such as fuzzy logic and game

theory variants, and current machine learning-based schemes. More recently,805

various advanced technologies have been leveraged to assist in vehicular trust

management such as Cloud, Fog, Edge computing, Software Defined Networking

(SDN), as well as Blockchain technologies. We can point out, in this context,

trust modeling within 5G-based network architecture [118][119]. Differently,

some works leveraged other tools, such [120] which adapted Web of Trust for810

VANET trust management. In this section, we classify the recently presented

solutions into the two following categories: (1) trust management in artificial

intelligence-enabling techniques for vehicular networks, and (2) trust manage-

ment in emerging technologies for vehicular networks.

5.2.1. Trust management in artificial intelligence-enabling techniques815

Machine learning has recently emerged in security enhancing mechanisms.

Different underlying methods have been employed in developing the trust-based

vehicular networks models, such as clustering (is the key element), as well as

reinforcement learning and other heuristic algorithms.

• Clustering & Reinforcement learning-based approaches820

Clustering based approaches consist to group similar objects, in which a center

cluster denoted as cluster head is responsible for the coordination of the data ex-

change between all nodes within its cluster (intra-cluster communications), and

other clusters (inter-cluster communications), and all other management tasks,

including trust assessment. In vehicular cluster formation-based trust model,825

the scheme elects the node with highest trust value as a cluster head among all

entities group for receiving other data requests. This fact can help in enhancing

resources system utilization; e.g., by means of service priority-based allocation

by the elected head. In this context, the scheme in [121] used a composite
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metric that encompasses assigned vehicles trustworthiness values and related830

available resources. Each node possesses a trust score assigned by its neigh-

bouring vehicles (behaviour-based). The available resource computation takes

into account nodes link capacity and remaining power factor, for later determin-

ing nodes acceptable resources requirement. The selection of the cluster head

and its proxy is then held through highest composite value (e.g., whenever a835

new better composite metric value node is added or the elected node trust score

starts to fall, the selection of the head cluster is held by random). Another trust

management-based clustering algorithm and stability was suggested for VANET

in [122]. Trust management is event specific which is defined by trust data and

trust communication metrics. Stability refers to vehicle mobility similarity fac-840

tor. Three phases were required to define nodes cluster role (i.e., cluster head

or cluster member). These phases consist of (1) neighborhood discovery (con-

siders only neighbours with the same direction), (2) cluster head election, using

a backoff timer solution (trust score calculation is based on reputation, and mo-

bility and direction similarity), and (3) cluster stability maintenance. Two main845

phases were defined for global trust value assessment (trust data and trust com-

munication). The first step consists in supervising vehicles behaviour; regarding

cooperation with other nodes (Beta reputation system-based) and information

reliability in terms of exchanged messages legitimacy (event reputation-based),

and data-trust determination (severity metric-based). VANET nodes can pro-850

vide opinions about whether the data can be trusted based on a combination

of role and experience metrics in [123]. The approach extended a cluster-based

routing scheme by incorporating an identity-based aggregation mechanism for

the aggregation and the propagation of the trust. Besides, the relay control

scheme is included to serve as a filter of malicious messages during the propa-855

gation module. The proposed framework in [124] relied on a bio-inspired and

trust-based clustering approach to deal with the high overhead problem in WSN

based ITS. The trust is associated with two levels. In the node level (normal

node and cluster head node), the cluster head computes trust values of its cluster

members. Each cluster member measures trust value for its one hop neighbor.860
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Then, the cluster head aggregates the trust value computed by its cluster mem-

bers to find their final trust value. In the base station level, the node sends the

estimated trusts to the nearest base station to aggregate them and find the final

trust. The Bat optimization algorithm is applied to select the cluster head based

on the residual energy, the trust value, and the number of neighbours. Some865

other recent methods are presented to support the trust management upon the

clustering algorithm for unmanned aerial vehicle-assisted VANET such in [125].

The paper incorporated unmanned aerial vehicles to assist in routing and dishon-

est vehicles identification (e.g., when roads are disconnected, unmanned aerial

vehicles can help to relink communications). Two routing ways are introduced:870

(1) routing data among vehicles with the help of unmanned aerial vehicles to

reduce delay and overhead, and (2) routing data among unmanned aerial vehi-

cles. The cluster heads are selected by the unmanned aerial vehicles based on the

speed, the position and the trust parameters. The ant colony optimization al-

gorithm is applied to improve routing process, and the trust score is knowledge875

and recommendation-based. A noteworthy classification-based trust solution

was also introduced in [126] to alleviate the adversarial effects of misbehaving

nodes in IoV. Reinforcement learning-inspired trust management solutions are

used in general to adjust the evaluation (i.e., decision-making) strategy, and

help entities to get maximal reward [127][128][129]. Other heuristic algorithms-880

based trust proposals such Support Vector Machine (SVM) and neural network

can be found in [130][131]. Finally, collaborative intrusion detection system for

VANET was studied in [132] using ensemble learning and shared knowledge. In

this proposal, each vehicle elaborates a set of weighted random forest classifiers,

for which aggregation takes place by means of a voting scheme. Each vehicle885

trains the local classifiers and shares its knowledge on-demand. The shared

classifiers are considered as trust factor.

• Fuzzy logic-based approaches

As trust is determined through approximation (i.e., exchanged data might be in-

accurate, incomplete, imprecise), some existing works elaborated their methods890
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by mean of plausibility checking as a suitable solution for tackling uncertainty,

and measuring data and source accuracy [133][134]. For example, authors in

[133] conducted the trust management through fuzzy logic-based method. Ev-

ery node adds a unique encrypted ID to its submitted messages. By this way,

receiver node can verify the message source node. Hereafter, three behaviour895

aspects were presented to conduct the trust estimation: cooperativeness, hon-

esty, and responsibility. These metrics are assessed for each neighbour, and are

jointly considered in fuzzy logic, where they will be converted to fuzzy values,

and applied to fuzzy rules and defuzzification step for final trust level computa-

tion (a high value means that the node has a good cooperation behaviour). The900

honesty metric refers to honest forwarded packets percent. The responsibility

corresponds to trustee node work regarding event reports detection.

• Game theory-based approaches

Game theory is likewise appealing for trust management in vehicular networks,

since it represents an effective tool for nodes behaviour analysis (e.g., by means905

of clustering and cooperation incentives) [[134]-[141]]. Reference [134] estab-

lished an approach to help vehicles define the trust of other entities (reputation-

based) for better messages legitimacy assessment. The work applies the cer-

tainty factor theory to quantify vehicle trust. Direct reputation data are gath-

ered and stored in a history communication table, as usual from direct interac-910

tions, and indirect reputation is build through neighbours feedback (experience-

based trust rate) and RSUs reported recommendations. fuzzy C-means cluster-

ing method is also applied in indirect-reputation establishment to distinguish

trustworthy reported messages. Then the uncertain deductive theory is em-

ployed to combine both computed scores. Moreover, the evaluation of the915

received contents legitimacy is achieved through attribute-weighted K-means

algorithm. The received message is discarded once its sender has a reputation

score lower than the defined threshold, otherwise the content is forwarded as

its sender is recognized as a trustworthy node. Achieving nodes cooperative

behaviours is also a main goal of the work. At this end, authors developed an920
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evolutionary game theory-based incentive scheme. The game model comprises

nodes clusters (normal, selfish, and malicious), nodes adopted strategies (i.e.,

willingness for receiving, forwarding, or releasing data), and payoff computation

(based on reputation value). Similarly, based on evolutionary game theory, the

authors of [135] addressed trust within IoV system. The idea is to simulate925

the dynamical protection process within a reputation-based trust running ex-

ample, under an evolutionary game framework, by modeling misbehaving nodes

attacking strategies, to define its effectiveness. Reputation scores are assigned

for both vehicles and traffic related event messages. In terms of trust compu-

tation, a punitive reduction ensued on reputation values (e.g., values will be930

decreased by one unit) when receiving false reports, or removing sent messages.

One important factor that was taken into consideration when deploying the

trust game model is the deception intensity, which refers to node deceptive be-

haviour and defines the false reports sending strength. Every malicious node

decision is influenced by others. The strategy of these nodes is the deception in-935

tensity (related to node’s proper utility). Obviously, dishonest nodes will make

a heuristic change in the decisions distribution to converge to the optimal choice

(i.e., the best negative system impact on the communication system), accord-

ing to the reputation scheme feedback. The evolution in this trust mechanism

is reflected with selection process (malicious node eviction) and reproduction940

process (nodes joining/rejoining). Reference [136] presented a scheme for IoV

securing communications, using cooperative game theory. The proposal adopts

the hedonic coalitional model for the vehicular trustworthy coalitions formation.

(i.e., forming coalition or modeling vehicle collaboration by means of vehicles

trust integration to build trust relationship preference that help in confidence945

decision making, i.e., coalition joining intention). Vehicle trust is established

through Bayesian inference method based on experience assessment from direct

interactions. The trust evaluation process goes as follows: whenever a vehicle

receives an event message from another, the content of this message is com-

pared to the real event state, which enables the vehicle to update the sender950

trustworthiness score using incomplete beta function. The process applies the
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punishing strategy for newcomer vehicles once the absence of its previous inter-

actions. In next step, the coalition formation algorithm is executed periodically

to capture trust scores changes variation and derive new coalitions. The al-

gorithm utilizes vehicles trustworthiness and preference relation parameters to955

form the final coalition. Each vehicle makes its decision for moving between

coalitions according to its utility, by applying the shifting rule. An attacker

and defender trust game approach was conducted in [137], where it comes with

three main parameters measurement for each node and Nash equilibrium appli-

cation, to help set vehicles trustworthiness and find the win-win strategy. The960

first parameter betweenness centrality refers to the number of times the node is

crossed during a shortest communication route between nodes pair; the node is

more central when it is frequently accessed. Such factors as hops count, nodes

distance, intermediate node number, and connections number are related with

betweenness measure. The second parameter majority opinion corresponds to965

nodes trustworthiness levels measure, which relies on events trustworthiness and

nodes type trustworthiness correlation that enables defender to establish opin-

ion on certain misbehaving nodes. The hop distance factor could also affect

this parameter. The last important parameter is node density. It helps deter-

mining the number of neighbouring nodes with similar velocity and direction.970

The computation of the three considered parameters is supported with com-

munications log. Obviously, the outcome of these parameters values differ for

a defender and attacker situation. The Nash equilibrium implementation goes

through the game matrix (payoff matrix), e.g., having good trust, centrality,

and node density values, is the attacker desirable scenario, as it will initially975

behaves as a benign node before launching attacks. Authors in [138] provided

a signaling game-based trust management solution. They adapted the Spence’s

model to VANET context to filter out malicious nodes and obtain a collabora-

tive network. Markov chains was also used to validate this proposed heuristic.

The idea behind reproducing this concept, is that asymmetric information are980

spread in vehicular environment, which makes the build of truthful relation-

ships difficult. To deal with this, signal values (credits) are allocated to each
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node according to its behaviour and used as node trustworthiness guarantee for

receivers during data sending. These signals are observable by others nodes.

Furthermore, inciting rewards are proposed to improve selfish nodes coopera-985

tion. The eviction of misbehaving nodes depends on credit count exhaustion

(e.g., node’s resources). The sender node selects a signaling value attached to

its content and sends both of them to a trusted platform module to manage

its credit count (the platform performs also cryptography functions). The sig-

nal value is then returned to its source. Once, this latter send its content, the990

receiver node asks the platform module to check transmitted signal value signa-

ture for content legitimacy evaluation. The message assessment is made also on

the basis of sender reputation value (directly monitored behaviour as referred

above). A reported refusal message is sent to the message source if the receiver

node refuses the content. The sender credit count is raised by a reward when995

it obtains a majority recipients’ positive returns. An incentive model was also

proposed in [139] in order to tackle selfish nodes in VANET. The credits func-

tions are implemented to handle nodes’ accounts according to their behaviors.

Each node keeps a signal to establish a reference of its actions in the commu-

nication system, and upon credit verification, it can receive reward. The credit1000

is dependent on the reputation metric. Finally, If the node runs out of signals,

it is considered as misbehaving node. Authors in [140] presented a game theory

based multi layered intrusion detection scheme for VANET, along with a dis-

tributed cluster head selection algorithm. They employed a lightweight neural

network based classifier to recognize the malicious nodes. Also, they used a1005

Vickrey-Clarke-Groves-based incentive structure to promote the vehicles’ par-

ticipation in the head election procedure. In addition, reputation scores are

maintained by the RSUS nodes to assess the trustworthiness of the cluster head

(behaviour-based).

5.2.2. Trust management in emerging technologies1010

We introduce in this subsection some of the recent trust management ap-

proaches for vehicular networks that leverage advanced technologies such as
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Cloud, Fog, Edge, Blockchain and SDN.

• Cloud computing-based approaches

Cloud computing technology features have been exploited in recent research to1015

support the solve of trust issue and its deployment. The merits of Cloud in

the design of trust management schemes for vehicular networks are available

in literatures [[142]-[147]]. As for instance, research in [142] built a three-layer

Cloud-based trust management framework for a vehicular social networks sce-

nario. The network architecture includes (1) a central Cloud layer (server clus-1020

ters group), (2) a road-side Cloud layer as a trust manager, and (3) a vehicular

Cloud layer to support vehicles resources utilization. Accordingly, trust is man-

aged at three levels: (1) the global trust manager, linked with the central Cloud

layer, where all vehicles profiles are recorded (e.g., communications history trust

list), (2) the domain trust manager, linked with the road-side Cloud layer; this1025

level maintains vehicles trust evaluation requests service and conducts trust

degrees computation (through neighbouring nodes trust, friends trust, and his-

tory trust values), and (3) the overall trust degree evaluation level, which is

associated with the vehicular Cloud layer. Hence, the trust management pro-

cedure is summarized as follow: the vehicle sends a request to vehicular virtual1030

machine (created from road-side servers) to get sender message trust. The

virtual machine undertakes, first, neighbours and friends trustworthiness calcu-

lation. Second, the history trust is got from central servers. Thereafter, the

overall trust degree will be sent to the requester vehicle and the central sev-

ers for updating. Authors in [143] suggested an interdependent strategic trust1035

approach for autonomous vehicles within a Cloud-based environment. The pre-

sented framework is composed of three layers. In the Cloud layer, the Cloud

services security are threatened by attackers and maintained by network admin-

istrators. The interactions at Cloud services are captured using a flipit game

[144]. The communication layer depicts the interaction between the Cloud and1040

the device which decides the Cloud services trustworthiness, through the use

of signaling game (reputation and knowledge based trust). The physical layer
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consists of the control performance which quantifies the utility of the device,

the attacker, and the defender for the signaling game. The decision making

in this design is based on the players strategies at the Cloud layer, and the1045

physical layer performance. The work in [145] addressed the trust computa-

tion in VANET-Cloud trust management approach. The process of the trust

establishment comprises three phases. The first step is DST-based data pre-

processing phase. The second step consists of fuzzy analyzer phase to decide

the level of trusted and untrusted vehicles (based on direct and indirect trust1050

values). The third phase applies an algorithm to give rewards or penalty for

messages senders. Whenever a vehicle needs neighbouring vehicle trust score,

the cloud can be queried to get the trust information within time limit. In [146],

the authors presented an agent based intelligent architecture which can build

trust within vehicular Clouds. The method consists of mobile and static agents1055

working in coordination to estimate the trust on both Cloud service provider

and Cloud service user. The calculation of the cumulative trust is performed

using the direct and the indirect trust values. The direct trust refers to the

accounts past transactions. The indirect trust computation is done by a mobile

agent which aggregates the trust factors in vehicular Cloud and Cloud service1060

providers.

• Fog/Edge computing-based approaches

As within vehicular Cloud, some ideas were elaborated for trust management

in vehicular Fog computing environment to take advantage of computing ca-

pacity extending and offload computation from Cloud to Edge nodes [[148]-1065

[151]][133]. For instance, the work [148] relied on bidding price-based approach

for guaranteeing trusted Fog service transaction in rural area: The registration

to infrastructure-based Fog node is required for each vehicle client to conduct

Fog service transaction (through certificates). During registration, vehicle client

deposits digital currency for bidding. After being accepted, vehicle client may1070

make activities within the uncovered area, as a result, the Fog computing service

is extended by exploiting infrastructure-based Fog node resources. This is where
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the need to build trust comes in. The trust computation takes into consideration

transaction on rural area (based on node type, bidding number, and transaction

record) and global transaction (i.e., transaction with infrastructure-based Fog1075

node). Lastly, according to computed scores, malicious activity may lead to ac-

tors bidding, and accordingly trust loss and victim compensation (redeem point

gain). Reference [149] suggested to ensure trust in the implementation of an

Edge-based vehicular environment, wherein Edge computing servers undertakes

the work of executing local reputation management requests. To summarize, lo-1080

cal authorities nodes (assumed trusted) schedule Edge servers to promote trust

building responsibility consisting of reputation value’s query, calculation, and

manifestation. Each vehicle uploads reputation segments (behavior-based) of

its one-hop neighbours to the nearest local authority. Aggregated reputation

segments are then weighted (based on familiarity, similarity, and freshness) for1085

timely update. These values are also stored simultaneously in a global repu-

tation base. Vehicle can query newly passing vehicle reputation before cooper-

ating with. Hence, the local authority exhibits the intended reputation score.

The research proposed, as well, the concept of reputation-assisted resource op-

timization. In [150], a trust approach that uses edge nodes (substituting RSUs)1090

is presented for securing VANET. The upper layer of the communication system

consists of trusted authority and Cloud server, and the lower layer is represented

by Edge and vehicle nodes. The trustworthiness of both sender entity and mes-

sage are assessed by performing fuzzy rules. To this end, the proposal applies

plausibility (location verification-based), experience, and vehicle type (i.e., for1095

assessing authentication level) to calculate the trust score. Using the Cloud

server, the trusted authority generates the main parameters to the Edge nodes

and vehicles. The Edge nodes maintains the authentication level assigned to

each registered vehicle. In order to extract the trust level, a query from the

relevant Edge node is performed. On the basis of this trust score, the receiver1100

vehicle makes the decision on the sent message. Finally, it is worth mentioning

that the work used the k-nearest neighbors algorithm and the Cuckoo filter, to

deal with the none line of sight condition and the volume of generated data,
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respectively.

• Blockchain-based approaches1105

More recently, Blockchain technology is having an increasing interest for trust

management in vehicular networks environment, by dint of its features. It is

widely acknowledged that this technology can deal with centralization, security,

and privacy issues, when storing, tracking, managing, and exchanging data.

We refer here a few trust management research that adapted Blockchain [[152]-1110

[156], including privacy preservation [157][158]. As example, authors in [152]

designed a trust management solution for vehicular networks using Blockchain

technology. The main procedure of the approach comprises rating generation

and uploading phase, trust value offsets computation phase (node proprieties-

based), miner election, new blocks generation phase, and consensus application1115

phase. Receiver node assesses messages credibility based on Bayesian inference

rule. According to the validation result, it generates score for each received mes-

sage. Next, it uploads computed rates to RSU entity. The second phase consists

in using weighted aggregation to obtain involved vehicles trust value offsets and

pack them into a candidate block. Applying a proof-of-work and proof-of-stake1120

algorithm, a miner is elected for new offset blocks generation (here, the consen-

sus mechanism considers offsets absolute values as stakes, so, RSU with large

stakes is more likely to be the miner). Once being validated, the new offset block

is added to the trust Blockchain. Note that, the consensus algorithm deals with

the Blockchain fork, in the case of receiving at similar time many blocks. The1125

Blockchain-based trust management proposal [157] was combined with privacy-

preserving scheme which is conducted by identity-based group signatures, for an

effective conditional privacy. A consensus algorithm that exploits Proof-of-work

and Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerates algorithm was further placed for effi-

ciency reinforcement. The solution comprises a trusted authority entity which1130

maintains the whole communication system (e.g., nodes registration, vehicles

secret/public keys generation), as well, naturally, RSUs nodes with consistent

ledgers. By this way, the trusted authority entity is able to trace dishonest
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vehicle identity with the pseudonym in Blockchain. The anonymous packets ag-

gregation process consists of generating an initiation packets for inviting other1135

vehicles to join announcement, and then verifying signatures validity to produce

responses and generate an aggregation packet. This latter will be then verified

by the nearest RSU of the sender. When an event is produced, many initiators

nodes send messages to nearest RSU. The RSU entity evaluates the initiators

credibility through their reputation values (logistic regression-based). The rep-1140

utation data is, then, stored in blocks. Next, a miner will be elected to add the

new correct blocks into the Blockchain. The consensus algorithm will help to

synchronize the trust data. Finally, malicious vehicle address will be removed

from the Blockchain, which enables the trusted authority entity to add it to

the revocation list. Similarly, the study [158] exploited Blockchain to design an1145

anonymous reputation management method that deals with trust and privacy

in VANET. Blockchain is placed to preserve privacy-authentication, during es-

timating trustworthiness. There are different components in the proposal such

as (1) the certificate authority which manages certificates. The carried actions

of this component are registered into the Blockchain, (2) the law enforcement1150

authority which is responsible for vehicles’ registration, supervising, and reputa-

tion assessment. It holds a dataset of public keys’ and real identities linkability,

(3) the certificates Blockchain (i.e., distributed certificates ledger), the removed

keys Blockchain (i.e., revoked keys ledger), and (4) the messages Blockchain.

Once being received, the certificate validity is verified, then, proofs of presence1155

and revocation within concerned Blockchains are put. This procedure refers

to the anonymous authentication algorithm. The reputation management (ex-

perience and recommendations metrics-based) adapts reward and punishment

models to enhance trust establishment. Authors in [153] developed a two layered

Blockchain architecture in which IoV nodes are able to evaluate the trustworthi-1160

ness of each other. The trust is formed through reputation and location metrics.

The proposal uses local Blockchains to deal with lower delay requirement in the

IoV. Edge nodes are introduced to complete a local trust management, whereas

the RSUs nodes host the general Blockchain to exhibit the global trust of the
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communication system. The Blockchain was used along with deep learning algo-1165

rithm in [154] to manage the trust in vehicular networks. Each vehicle assesses

the messages received from the neighboring vehicles. The vehicle reports the

identified untrustworthy vehicles to the nearby RSU node. The authenticity

of the report and the identity of the vehicle are verified using the Blockchain.

Next, the trust credentials of malicious vehicles are revoked by the RSU node.1170

In [155], the regional federated learning was proposed to enhance the security

in Blockchain-enabled IoV. The vehicles are divided into many regions to main-

tain local learning models, and a reputation mechanism is designed to ensure

the trustworthiness of vehicles participating in the regional learning. Reference

[156] provided trust in Named Data Networking (NDN) driven VANET using1175

Blockchain.

• SDN-based approaches

Many studies have been concentrated on SDN incorporation in the vehicular

networks over the past couple of years. SDN benefits like flexibility, programma-

bility and infrastructure abstraction have been exploited in vehicular networks1180

implementation to assist in improving QoS, resource utilization and network

optimization. Reference [159] investigated the impact that SDN may have on

VANET security. The related measures that SDN could provide against tradi-

tional security threats in vehicular networks are introduced, along with trust

management establishment. The study supports the feasibility of the SDN1185

paradigm within different uses cases like smart parking and smart grid of elec-

tric vehicle, and shows that the SDN can be instrumental in managing vehicular

networks when using the trust factor. Likewise, authors in [160] deliberated the

need of trust-based approaches for securing vehicular networks, as well the trust

management concept vis-a-vis SDN-enabled vehicular networks. They assume1190

that the SDN can probably better understand the nodes’ behaviours (e.g., in

case of sudden rise in the trust scores of a node with historically associated low

trust scores). Consequently, it can perform appropriate actions and eliminate

both malicious and selfish nodes. Authors in [161] aimed to identify the ma-
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licious vehicles in SDN-based VANET using the trust factor and avoiding the1195

untrustworthy vehicles. They proposed a double security check by means of

trust based detection algorithm and malicious vehicle detection scheme. The

SDN consists of “forwarding”, “reverse”, “trust of forwarding vehicle”, “trust of

reverse vehicle”, “path trust”, and “network performance”, and the RSUs nodes

undertake the work of trust scores calculation by verifying the licence plates of1200

the vehicles. Moreover, the decision problem for routing selection in vehicular

networks has been addressed in many works. The problem lies in discovering the

best path, and the route selection can depend on various parameters e.g., the

trust data. Thus, different approaches have been developed in such context, ex-

ploiting the SDN features. As an example, a SDN-based framework in VANET1205

with trust management was suggested in [162]. Applying the on-demand dis-

tance vector routing, the proposal presents the control logic of VANET within

the control entity to enhance the network performance. Hence, the framework

structure consists of: (1) data forwarding layer, (2) controller layer to discover

data route and manage network topology, and (3) application layer for con-1210

trolling routing procedures. The node’ trust value relies on the data packet

forwarding ratio and the control packet forwarding ratio. However, considering

the end-to-end delay, the proposal needs to be more enhanced. Reference [163]

introduced a misbehavior detection system. The main tasks of the control plane

in this system include: (1) vehicular clusters formation, (2) Watchdogs election,1215

(3) trust assessment, (4) Sybil attacks detection, and (5) security parameters

adjustment. A Watchdog supervises the surrounding vehicles and transmits its

reports to the local SDN controller. This latter monitors the clusters members

and determines their trust values. The reports of the local SDN controller are

then sent to the regional SDN controller, which will in turn, monitors the local1220

SDN controllers and computes their trust scores. Next, the regional SDN con-

trollers gather all the vehicles’ trust scores and the final report is transmitted

to the global SDN controller. The calculation of the trust scores is based on

the interactions of the vehicle with the local SDN controller and the Watch-

dogs, and the cluster head is selected according to the trust and the mobility1225
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factors. An hybrid SDN-based geographic routing protocol was elaborated in

[164]. The routing process applies a trust management model and an encrypted

function. The nodes of the network are grouped into clusters. Each cluster head

represents a semi-centralized controller and hosts the communication errors’ log

related to its clusters. The cluster members contain the distributed controllers.1230

The cluster head selection is based on a map factor (i.e., a factor in which a vehi-

cle maintains its public key and the weight of its neighbors). The weight of each

vehicle is estimated from the load capacity determined from the received beacons

and the trust level. The trustworthiness is deduced from the past interactions

recorded in an error log. Authors in [165] employed the deep reinforcement1235

learning in VANET routing, leveraging on the SDN. They separate the data

forwarding plane from the control plane. The proposal consists mainly of path

learning and trust establishment processes. The deep reinforcement learning

algorithm is deployed into a centralized controller. Accordingly, honest nodes

aim to discover the highest path trust score in order to establish data transfer.1240

The path learning procedure applies deep Q-learning based convolution neural

network algorithm, and the trust level is assessed using the packets forwarding

ratios. Similarly, the authors evaluated the effectiveness of a trust-based duel-

ing deep reinforcement scheme, wherein the SDN controller acts as a learning

agent to find the high trusted routing path by means of deep neural network1245

in [166]. Afterwards, the two works [[165], [166]] were extended to adopt the

Markov decision process within the trust model, and consider further the reverse

delivery ratio to assess the communication quality link [167]. In [168], authors

investigated trust evaluation in VANET architecture leveraging SDN with Fog

computing. The overall trust score is derived through reputation, experience,1250

and understandings about the trustee node. The assessment of the reputation

value can be deployed at the SDN controller, whereas, the experience-based

trust value can be kept in the SDN controller, or in a distributed system (i.e.,

entity like vehicle, RSU, or base station can perform local storage and calcula-

tion). Two methods were applied in this study; the first method makes use of1255

mathematical models (e.g., weighted sum, or Bayesian neural networks) to com-
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pute experience, reputation, and quantitative attributes. The second method

uses an inference engine to derive trust data from an existing knowledge base.

Authors in [169] addressed the trust management in an hybrid IoV architecture

leveraging SDN with Blockchain. Behind the idea of building trust at the SDN1260

control layer, the use of Blockchain was conceived. In sum, the system aims

to control application identity and behaviour, and network resources allocation

and management. The SDN controllers are considered as Blockchain nodes

maintaining an encrypted database (evidently as known, database modification

requires all entities agreement). On the basis of application’s identities cards and1265

trust index creation (behaviour-based), the trust management is carried and the

communication between applications and SDN Blockchain-enabled controllers

is achieved. Authors in [170] introduced a consortium Blockchain-based trust

management scheme for vehicular SDN. The scheme elaborates a PoS-mPBFT

algorithm to shorten the consensus time and improve the security. The trust1270

is estimated based on the rating recorded in the distributed ledger. The rating

refers to road-relevant messages. The measured trust value is used for the re-

source allocation problem. Accordingly, more resources are allocated for high

trusted vehicles on the control plane of the SDN. Reference [171] presented a

trust management approach for SDN-enabled 5G-VANET. The SDN data plane1275

is separated from the control plane. The data plane is made up of the vehicles,

the RSU nodes and the 5G base stations. The RUS nodes along with the 5G

base stations are controlled by a centralized SDN controller. With the support

of the Blockchain, the RSUs nodes verify the realness of the traffic data using

the location proximity metric. In [172], the Blockchain was incorporated with1280

the SDN and the Fog to efficiently manage and control the network in VANET.

The Fog technology was introduced to avoid frequent handovers. The devices

in the Fog zones are SDN-enabled. Moreover, the SDN control plane includes a

Blockchain layer. The Blockchain was designed to support a reputation-based

data propagation among the connected peers. The trust feature was also con-1285

sidered in [173] to enhance the throughput of Blockchain-SDN-enabled VANET.

The network architecture contains device layer, area control layer, and domain
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control layer. In the area control layer, the SDN controllers are able to collect

the vehicles’ trust. The trust data is then sent to the domain control layer which

operates in the distributed Blockchain manner. The trust values are generated1290

from the history of direct interactions.

6. Discussion

Based on the above survey, one can conclude that an effective trust manage-

ment approach is required in vehicular networks to satisfy users applications’

expectations. Diverse criteria as requirements could be defined for the evalua-1295

tion of the proposal efficiency. These criteria are mostly based on the challenges

within the advanced vehicular environment. We summarize the above surveyed

approaches (in both presented classifications) in the following Tables 6, 7, 8,

9, 10 and 11 wherein we recap the approaches classes, the chosen trust met-

rics, the used tools and the selected simulation performance parameters, to1300

enable a qualitative comparison. It is worth reminding that the acknowledged

existing classification in trust that consists of entity-based, data-based and com-

bined classes can serve as a core abstract classification. We mentioned that our

taxonomy could be an associated sub-classification, and thus we conducted in

Tables 6, 8, and 10 the assignment of both classes to the reviewed approaches1305

in subsection 5.2. We remind that we introduced two general categories: (1)

trust management approaches with artificial intelligence-enabling techniques,

and (2) trust management approaches in emerging technologies-based frame-

works. Hence, Tables 6,7 present the simple approaches of trust management

in vehicular networks, Tables 8,9 depict the approaches of trust management1310

in vehicular networks with artificial intelligence-enabling techniques, and Ta-

bles 10,11 show the approaches of trust management in vehicular networks with

emerging technologies. Moreover, we selected the following overall criteria to

further illustrate the difference between surveyed approaches: (1) dynamicity,

(2) scalability, (3) complexity, (4) communication overhead, (5) robustness, and1315

(6) privacy.
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(1) Dynamicity: From Tables 7, 9, and 11, we see that a lot of referred ap-

proaches have satisfied dynamicity criteria (i.e., mobility patterns dependence,

low infrastructure dependence, dynamic trust metrics, fast trust values update

with larger variations, etc.). Usually, major data-based models are more dy-1320

namic than entity-based models (e.g., infrastructure less-based to extract global

trust, there is no need for long interactions between nodes; e.g., contrarily within

reputation-based models which may lead to connection loss when trust assess-

ment, due to high nodes speed).

(2) Scalability: Scalability has also been in the interest of the previously-1325

discussed approaches (i.e., persevering network performances regardless network

size and traffic density; e.g., better detection, communication ratios with high

density, or stable network results with high malicious nodes number, etc.).

(3) Complexity: Complexity (mainly, time complexity criteria) attribute

should be as well considered for reliable performance evaluation. In fact, the1330

importance of slight trust computation and fast data dissemination is high,

in vehicular network environment (e.g., it is crucial to quickly derive accurate

trust value; almost instantly for time critical-based applications). Most related-

simulations experiments showed, for instance, that the delay of malicious nodes

detection remains proportional to network density, besides, the delay can in-1335

crease mainly with indirect trust computation.

(4) Communication overhead: Communication overhead as crucial parame-

ter refers to the amount of forwarded packets. Therefore, the lower communica-

tion overhead ratio is, the more efficient the network is (e.g,. lower bandwidth

use; cost-effective network; accordingly, fast and better real response time, etc.).1340

However, this parameter has been not satisfied (or not really considered) in ma-

jor previously discussed approaches. Only a few simulation results such in [111]

showed, for example, that as the malicious nodes number increases, the forward-

ing rate decreases.

(5) Robustness: Because the basis of trust in vehicular networks is to distin-1345

guish dishonest nodes, so as to ensure reliable (further accurate) data delivery,

robustness must been taken into account to define the communication system
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security level. We identified reviewed approaches as (1) partially robust, and

(2) robust (i.e., the proposal is partially robust when attacks are very slightly

addressed).1350

(6) Privacy: Moreover, privacy criteria is obviously important when conceiv-

ing and evaluating such approaches. Yet, we can notice from Tables 7, 9, and

11 that a privacy preservation is lacking (except [157][158][171]).

In sum, artificial intelligence-enabling techniques have comparatively as-

sisted in intuitive trust scores generation, approximation reasoning (e.g., fuzzy1355

logic-based), better decision selection (e.g., Q-learning-based), malicious actions

reducing (e.g., clustering-based; election of honest cluster head, game theory-

based; incentive mechanism), and nodes selfishness coping (e.g., cooperative

game-based), but also have faced some QoS concerns; mainly related to com-

munication overhead and time complexity. Emerging technologies have proved1360

their usability, as supporting more dynamicity, scalability, and typically efficient

resource utilization that enhances QoS. As an example, Edge; Fog computing

and SDN help in optimizing resource allocation, providing lower delays; sim-

ple time complexity and hence reducing transmission costs. Regarding security

level, Table 11 clearly tells about robustness performances of Blockchain-based1365

trust approaches. However, the incorporation of such technologies requires trust

management solutions in vehicular networks to be revisited. This opens future

research directions for trust management in vehicular networks.

7. Future directions for trust management in IoV

1. Considering the global IoV ecosystem: most of the exsiting approches1370

proposed to define trust mechanism within IoV environment are based on

the vehicles as trustee and trustor entities. An efficient trust management

model should include the human dimension, the vehicles as well as infras-

tructure entities to be suitable to the IoV context. Considering the trust

only on the VANET scope when dealing with IoV is limitative and may1375

lead to non realistic models. Thus, well built trust models will be based
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Table 6: Summary of surveyed approaches: simple approaches
Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation

Setup Specific evaluation criteria
[94]

2012

Entity Reputation -Probability

functions

Self-developed

simulator:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes,

RSUs,

hops

-Trust level

Accuracy of correct

received messages

-Scalability (+-collusion)

[95]

2015

Entity Node

proprieties

(similarity)

-Association

rule mining

-Echo

protocol

SUMO:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Traffic segment

-Listening period

-Trust level

Success rates (% of

vehicles that believed true

reports/false reports

[96]

2010

Entity Node

proprieties

+knowledge

(multifaceted)

-Defined

formulas

-Signature-

based

SWANS:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Trust level

-Average speed of nodes

(according to the % of

malicious nodes)

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-Communication ratio
[97]

2010

Entity Reputation+

knowledge+

node proprieties

-Defined

formulas

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Simulation time

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level

-Effect of

malicious nodes on traffic

congestion

-Effect of role factor on

traffic congestion

-Effect of knowledge and

role factors’ combination

on traffic congestion
[98]

2013

Entity Reputation -Statistical

regularity

method

not available not available
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[99]

2016

Entity Reputation -Iterative

filtering

method

Matalab-based:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Simulation time

-Trust level

-Vehicle’ services quality

level

-Feedback

accuracy level

-Trust values measurement

-Resilience to badmouth

attack and ballot

stuffing attack
[100]

2019

Entity Reputation+

knowledge

-Markov

method

Netlogo SUMO,

NS-2:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

traffic lights

-Simulation time

-Transmission

range

-Vehicle speed,

length

-Trust level

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-Accuracy of malicious

nodes detection

-Packet delivery rate

-Average end to end

latency

-Numb: transmitted

control

packet, transmitted total

packets
[101]

2015

Entity Reputation+

knowledge

-Correlation

coefficient

-Signature-

based

Matlab-based:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

recommenders

-Trust level

-Trust degree distribution

- Indirect trust evaluation

[102]

2019

Entity Reputation -Elliptic

curve

method

Simulator not

specified

-Trust level

-Computation cost

-Communication cost

[103]

2008

Data Proximity

(utility)

-DST-based

-Signature-

based

NS-2:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes,

affirmative

reports,

hops

-Average trust level of

malicious nodes

-Speed of

decision
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[103]

2008

-Trust level

-Vehicles

distance

-Vehicle speed
[104]

2014

Data Proximity+

node

proprieties

+environment

factors

(similarity)

-Defined

formulas

-Signature-

based

OMNET++,

SUMO,

VACaMobil:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Traffic

segment length

-Average speed

-Average flow

-Transmission

range

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level

-Average density

(+accident scenario)

-Success rate (% of vehicles

that received true reports)

[105]

2014

Data Proximity -Defined

formulas

-Signature-

based

SWANS++:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes,

reporters

-Traffic segment

-Transmission

range

-Trust level

-Fake location detection

accuracy

-False time stamp

detection

accuracy

-False positives

-Overall

accuracy of

malicious nodes detection

-Time scarcity
[106]

2011

Data Location+

node

proprieties

-Ant colony

optimization

NS-3:

-Numb: vehicles,

events

-Road length

-Vehicle speed

-Transmission

range

Data delivery delay

-Performance under

different

observing condition
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[106]

2011

-Expectation of

event values

-Variance of

perceived values
[107]

2012

Data Beacon -Tanimoto

coefficient

NS-2, SUMO:

-Numb: vehicles

-Transmission

range

-Beacon time to

live

-Event time to

live

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level

-Precision, recall

-Detection delay

[108]

2013

Data Location -Defined

formulas

Simulator not

specified

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Trust level

-Effect of malicious nodes

on trust

-Time complexity

[109]

2013

Data Messages

similarity

-Defined

formulas

Java-based:

-Numb: received

messages during

defined period

-Trust level

-Effect of conflicting value

and path similarity on

trust score

-Effect of false messages on

true messages acceptance

-Processing time
[93]

2013

Hybrid -Beacon+event

+reputation

-Cosine

similarity

rule

-Signature-

based

NS-2:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Vehicle speed

-Traffic segment

-Beacon+Event

time to live

-Trust level

-Attacks detection rate

-Misbehaving

vehicle rate

-Detection delay
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[110]

2015

Hybrid Reputation+

knowledge+

environment

(similarity)

-DST-based

-Cosine

similarity

rule

GloMoSim:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Traffic segment

-Transmission

range

-Vehicle speed

-Vehicle

placement

-Trust level

-Precision, Recall of

malicious nodes detection

-Communication overhead

[111]

2016

Hybrid knowledge+

node

proprieties

-Defined

formulas

-Stochastic

cellular

-Automata

model:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

and data

-Vehicle speed

-Vehicles

distance

-Vehicle delay

-Trust level

-Accuracy of malicious

data detection

-Average delay of vehicles

with malicious data

[112]

2012

Hybrid Knowledge+

location

-Particle

filter

-Filter area size

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level

-Trust and

confidence values with

radar area violation

-Runtime of particle filer

-Accuracy of trust values

measurement
[113]

2013

Hybrid Reputation+

Knowledge+

message type

-Perron

Frobenius

theorem

not available not available

[114]

2014

Hybrid Knowledge+

location

-Defined

formulas

NCTUns:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Path loss mode

-Antenna options

Percentage of incorrect

decisions
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[115]

2009

Hybrid Reputation+

event

-Fibonacci

number

function

NS-2:

Numb: vehicles

-Transmission

range

-Event+ time

simulation -

Vehicle speed

-Trust level

- Average

accumulation speed of

event

reputation/confidence

values

[116]

2011

Hybrid Context -Defined

formulas

-Signature-

based

VNSim:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Trust level

-Effect of malicious nodes

on trust values

measurement

[117]

2014

Hybrid Reputation+

event

-Decision

making

process

NS-2:

Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Transmission

range

-Time to live

-Vehicle velocity

-Trust level

- Detection accuracy

-Decision delay
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Table 7: Qualitative comparison of surveyed approaches: simple approaches
Ref Dynamicity Scalability T. complexity C.overhead Robustness Privacy
[94]

2012

partially partially partially not available partially no

[95]

2015

partially partially not available not available no no

[96]

2010

yes partially partially medium partially no

[97]

2010

yes yes not available not available yes no

[98]

2013

yes not

available

not available not available not available not available

[99]

2016

yes not

available

not available not available yes no

[100]

2019

yes not

available

simple partially yes no

[101]

2015

yes not

available

not available not available yes partially

[102]

2019

yes not

available

simple partially yes yes

[103]

2008

yes partially simple medium partially no

[104] yes yes complex not available partially no
[105]

2014

yes yes partially medium partially partially

[106]

2011

yes not

available

partially not available yes no

[107]

2012

yes not

available

simple not available yes yes

[108]

2013

yes not

available

simple not available yes partially

[109]

2013

yes not

available

simple not available yes no

[110]

2015

yes partially simple low yes no

[93]

2013

yes yes partially not available yes partially
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Ref Dynamicity Scalability T. complexity C.overhead Robustness Privacy
[111]

2016

yes partially complex not available partially no

[112]

2012

yes yes partially not available yes no

[113]

2013

yes not

available

partially not available no no

[114]

2014

yes not

available

not available not available partially partially

[115]

2009

yes not

available

not available not available yes no

[116]

2011

yes not

available

not available not available yes no

[117]

2014

yes not

available

simple not

available

yes no

on entities, on exchanged data and on environments constraints. In this

case, hybrid solutions should be applied. Moreover, different properties

and metrics should be considered.

2. Resiliency: some of the proposed approaches in literature consider an1380

attack pattern to evaluate their model. However, the set of considered

attack patterns do not cover the large scope of attacks that may occur on

an IoV network. For that, the new approaches within such context have

to define attack-free frameworks to ensure their resiliency. The resiliency

is more critical when the connected vehicles are used in sensitive contexts1385

such as the medical context (we can consider for example the connected

vehicles when used as ambulances in emergency contexts).

3. Federated learning: the use of the artificial intelligence in the existing

trust models aims mainly to define the trust formula. When consider-

ing the whole IoV ecosystem, a distributed approach of the intelligence1390

on the different components of the IoV environment could be very useful

to optimize the proposed model. Thus, integrated the federated learn-

ing approaches when building trust management approaches could has an
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Table 8: Summary of surveyed approaches: approaches with artificial intelligence techniques
Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation

Setup Specific evaluation criteria
[121]

2019

Hybrid Knowledge+

node

proprieties

Clustering-

based:

-defined

formulas

Matlab-based:

-Cluster size

-Numb:

malicious

nodes,

hops

-Trust level

-Trust composite metric

value with malicious nodes

[122]

2018

Hybrid Reputation+

node

proprieties

(similarity)

Clustering-

based:

-defined

formulas

Omnet++:

-Cluster size

-Numb:

malicious

nodes

-Vehicle speed

-Vehicles

distance

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Cluster head duration

-Cluster head election time

-Rate of dishonest vehicles

elected as cluster head

-Packet delivery rate

[123]

2013

Hybrid Knowledge+

node proprieties

Clustering-

based:

-defined

formulas

C-based:

-Percentage of

authority roles

-Average number

of vehicles per

cluster

-Probability of

turning left/right

at cross

-Traffic segment

-Maximum

distance for trust

opinion

-Percentage of messages as

Spam

-System evolution

time

-Numb of deliveries in each

hour
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[123]

2013

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level
[124]

2018

Entity Knowledge Clustering:

-bio-inspired

algorithm

-bat

optimization

method

Matlab-based:

-Numb: vehicles

-Energy factor

-Electronics of

transmitter

-Transmitter am-

plifier

-Data

aggregation

energy

-Packet length

-Percentage

of nominated

cluster heads

-Network lifetime

-Average residual energy

-Average trust value of

cluster heads

[125]

2021

Entity Reputation+

Knowledge

Clustering:

-ant colony

optimization

NS-2,

MobiSim:

-Numb: vehicles

-Trust level

-Packet delivery ratio

-End to end delay

-Average of hops number

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-Communication overhead
[132]

2020

Entity Knowledge Clustering:

-ensemble

learning

SUMO:

Numb: vehicles

for training

and testing

-Transmission

range

-Vehicle mobility

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-Accuracy of malicious

nodes detection

-False positives

-False negatives
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[133]

2017

Entity Knowledge+

Reputation

Fuzzy logic-

based:

-defined

formulas

NS-2, SUMO,

MOVE:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes,

-Vehicle speed

-Transmission

range

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Correlation behaviour

-Detection accuracy

without collusion

-Detection accuracy with

collusion

[134]

2019

Entity Reputation Evolutionary

game

theory-

based:

-fuzzy

C-means

clustering

-certain

factor

-Attribute-

weighted

K-means

algorithm

MobiSim,

NS-2:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Vehicle speed

-Transmission

range

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-False alarm rate

-Missed detection rate

(message identification)

-Accuracy rate of decision

making

-Throughput

-Forwarding rate

-Packet delivery delay

-Cooperative nodes ratio

[135]

2019

Entity Reputation Evolutionary

game

theory-

based

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Group

distribution

-Utility of groups

-Overall utility

-Vehicle speed

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Payoff

-Nodes strategy changes

-Average growth rate of

overall utility
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[136]

2019

Entity Knowledge Cooperative

game

theory-

based:

(hedonic)

-bayesian

inference

Matlab-based:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Coalitions

partition

-Trust level

-Rate of compromised

decisions

-Rate of false reports in

coalitions

-Computational time

[137]

2017

Hybrid Reputation+

knowledge+

node

proprieties

Game

theory-

based:

(Nash

equilibrium)

-probability

functions

Matlab-based:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Transmission

range

-Traffic segment

-Traffic type

-Trust level

-Payoff

-Retransmission attempts

rate

-Throughput

-Data drop rate

[138]

2014

Entity Reputation+

knowledge

Signaling

game-based:

(Job market

signaling)

-markov

chain

-signature-

based

-probability

functions

NS2-34,SUMO,

VanetMobisim:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Vehicle speed

-Transmission

range

-Traffic segment

-Data rate

-Trust level

-Detection rate

of malicious nodes

-Percentage of false

positive

-Detection delay

-Average ratio of corrupted

data

-Reception ratio with

selfish nodes

[139]

2013

Entity Reputation+

Knowledge

Signaling

game-based:

-defined

formulas

NS-2,

VanetMobiSim:

-Numb: vehicles

malicious nodes,

-Vehicle speed

-Traffic segment

-Transmission

range

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-False positives

-Average ratio of corrupted

data

-Average ratio of received

data
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[139]

2013

-Trust level

[140]

2018

Entity Reputation Game

theory+

clustering:

-neural

network

-Vickrey-

Clarke-

Groves

method

NS-3,

SUMO:

-Numb: vehicles

per cluster

-Simulation time

-Vehicle mobility

-Propagation

model

-Transmission

range

-Trust level

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-False alarm rate

-Average cluster

membership duration of

vehicles

-Intrusion detection traffic

volume

-True positives

-False positives

-False negatives

impact on its robustness since the role of different IoV entities could be

different (humans, devices, infrastructure entities), and thus, their trust1395

formula could be based on different metrics and different parameters.

4. Clustering approaches: the clustering techniques help alot in designing

reliable trust management framework since the trust management is de-

centralized. However, these techniques can be improved when used with

the association of the emerging technologies such as the blockchain or the1400

SDN. These techniques can facilitate the coordination between the differ-

ent cluster heads and bring better traçeability of the trust management

process.

5. Trust Negotiation: the existing approaches are mainly based on a calcu-

lation process of the trust. This process can be alliveated through the1405

use of trust negotiation mechanism. Further works can consider the trust

negotiation through defining a procedure describing the requirements to

reach the required trust level. When a vehicle or a human entity needs to

join the IoV network, a negotiation process is trigerred in order to achieve
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Table 9: Qualitative comparison of surveyed approaches: approaches with artificial

intelligence techniques
Ref Dynamicity Scalability T. complexity C.overhead Robustness Privacy
[121]

2019

partially partially not available not

available

partially no

[122]

2018

partially partially partially medium partially no

[123]

2013

yes yes partially medium yes no

[124]

2018

yes not

available

not available not available partially no

[125]

2021

yes not

available

partially medium yes no

[132]

2020

yes not

available

partially medium yes no

[133]

2017

yes yes not available not available partially no

[134]

2019

yes not

available

simple medium yes no

[135]

2019

yes not

available

not available not available yes no

[136]

2019

yes yes partially medium yes partially

[137]

2017

yes not

available

not available partially yes no

[138]

2014

yes not

available

partially medium yes no

[139]

2013

yes yes not available medium yes no

[140]

2018

yes yes not available partially yes partially
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Table 10: Summary of surveyed approaches: approaches with emerging technologies
Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation

Setup Specific evaluation criteria
[142]

2017

Entity Reputation+

knowledge

Cloud-

based:

-defined

formulas

Performance

Evaluation

Process

Algebra:

-Numb: vehicles,

virtual vehicular

machines

-Rate of

requesting

service

-Trust level

-Resource utilization

-Capacity planning for

trust calculation

-Queue length of trust

computation

-Throughput

-Response time

[143]

2018

Entity Reputation+

Knowledge

Cloud-

based:

-flipit game

-signaling

game

Matlab-based:

-Vehicle position

+angle

-Trust level

Probability of controlling

cloud services

-Vehicle dynamics

-State trajectories

[145]

2019

Hybrid Reputation+

knowledge+

event

Cloud-

based:

-DST-based

-fuzzy rules

Java-based:

-Numb of

vehicles

-Trust level

-Response time

-Basic probability task

of vehicles

-Outcome of fuzzy

analyzer

-Trust value change

(reward+penalty)
[146]

2017

Entity Node

proprieties

Cloud-

based:

-DST

not available not available

[148]

2019

Entity Node

proprieties

Fog-based:

-signature-

based

-bidding

price

-Numb: vehicles

malicious nodes

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Payoff

-Bidding price

-Transactions number

(according to bidding

price,

and payoff)

-Attacks number
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[149]

2017

Entity Reputation Edge-based:

multi-

weighted

subjective

logic

-Actual

urban area:

-Numb: served

nodes,

malicious nodes

-Traffic segment

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level

-Average reputation value

of malicious nodes

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-Comparison of detection

rate of malicious vehicles

-Resource budgets of

served nodes

-Utility of served nodes
[150]

2020

Hybrid Knowledge+

node

proprieties+

event

Edge-based:

-fuzzy logic

-k-nearest

neighbor

algorithm

NS-2, SUMO,

MOVE:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Traffic segment

-Vehicle speed

-Vehicle type

-Transmission

range

-Trust level

-Precision, Recall of

malicious

nodes detection

-Overall accuracy of

malicious nodes detection

-Communication overhead

[152]

2018

Entity Node

proprieties

Blockchain-

based:

-Proof-

of-Work+

Proof-of-

stake

-SHA-256

-Bayesian

inference

Matlab-based:

-Numb: vehicles,

false reports

-Vehicles

distance

-Packet size

-Trust level

-% of unfair ratings vs false

reports

reports, rates

-Trust value offset vs % of

negative ratings

-Generation time of offset

blocks

-Transmission latency

(reports, rates)
[153]

2021

Hybrid Reputation+

location

Blockchain-

based:

-Proof-

of-Work

Own sumilator:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Vehicle speed

-Trust level

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-Communication overhead

-Spending time for trust

establishment
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[154]

2020

Entity Node

proprieties

Blockchain-

based:

-deep

learning

(feedfor-

ward neural

network)

NS-2,

SUMO:

-Numb of

vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Vehicle speed

-Vehicles

placement

-Transmission

range

-Trust level

-Simulation time

Precision, recall of

malicious nodes detection

[155]

2021

Entity Reputation Blockchain-

based:

-regional

federated

learning

algorithm

-signature-

based

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Trust level

-Model accuracy rate

under reputation/non

reputation selection

-Convergence of knowledge

price

-Impacts brought by

competition on the utility

of the optimal provider

-Impacts brought by

competition on social

welfare
[157]

2019

Entity Reputation+

knowledge

Blockchain-

based:

-Proof-of-

work+

Practical

Byzantine

Fault

Tolerates

-logistic

regression

Python+Golang-

based:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes,

updating

requests

-Vehicles speed

-Transmission

range

-Trust level

-Evaluation of

announcement protocol

(average computation

time)

-Trust value change

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-False detection rate

-Average latency of

consensus algorithm
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[158]

2018

Entity Reputation+

knowledge

Blockchain-

based:

-Proof-of-

work

-signature-

based

-SHA-256

-Numb of vehi-

cles

-Trust level

-Simulation time

-Storage and transmission

overhead

[161]

2018

Entity Node

proprieties

SDN-

based: NP-

completeness

OMNET ++,

Modeler:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Simulation time

-Throughput

-Average end-to-end delay

[162]

2016

Entity Node

proprieties

SDN-based:

-defined

formulas

OPNET:

-Numb of

vehicles

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Simulation time

-Average end-to-end delay

-Throughput

-Total messages sent

[163]

2020

Entity Reputation+

Knowledge

SDN-based:

-clustering

scheme

Veins,

SUMO:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Transmission

range

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Simulation time

-Detection rate of

malicious nodes

-False positives

[164]

2020

Entity Knowledge SDN-based:

-clustering

scheme

NS-2.34,

VanetMobiSim:

-Numb: vehicles,

-Average end-to-end delay

-Packet delivery ratio
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Ref Class Trust metrics Used tools Simulation
Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[164]

2020

-signature-

based

malicious nodes

-Vehicle speed

-Transmission

range

-Traffic segment

-Medium

capacity

-Trust level

-Simulation time

[165]

2018

Hybrid Knowledge+

node properties

SDN-based:

-Q-learning

TensorFlow,

OPNET:

-Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Traffic segment

-Packet size

-Trust level

-Simulation time

-Convergence performance

-Packet delivery ratio

-Throughput

[166]

2018

Hybrid Knowledge+

node properties

SDN-based:

-deep neural

network

TensorFlow,

OPNET:

-Numb of

vehicles

-Trust level

-Convergence performance

-Throughput

-Average end-to-end delay

[167]

2020

Hybrid Knowledge+

node properties

SDN-based:

-deep

Q-learning

-Markov

decision

process

TensorFlow:

-Numb of

vehicles

-Learning rate

-Trust level

-Convergence performance

-Expected transmission

count

-Expected transmission

count delay

[168]

2017

Entity Reputation+

Knowledge

SDN+Fog-

based

not available not available

[169]

2018

Entity Knowledge SDN+

Blockchain-

based:

not available not available
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Setup Specific evaluation criteria

[169]

2018

-Proof of

Elapsed

Time

-signature-

based
[170]

2020

Entity Knowledge SDN+

Blockchain-

based:

-Proof-of-

stake+

modified

practical

Byzantine

fault

tolerance

-signature-

based

Python-based:

Numb: vehicles

malicious nodes

-Vehicles

distance

-Numb of

reference set

-Message group

-Trust level

-Number of

paths

-Virtual network

average lifetime

-Path mapping

-Prediction accuracy

-Transactions number

-Transaction confirmation

time

[171]

2019

Data Location+

time-based

SDN+

Blockchain-

based:

-Proof-of-

stake

-signature-

based -SHA-

256

OMNeT++,

crypto++

library:

Numb: vehicles,

malicious nodes

-Vehicles speed

-Transmission

range

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Accuracy of malicious

nodes detection

-Processing time of blocks

-Transaction transmission

delay

-Video encryption time

overhead

[172]

2019

Entity Reputation SDN+

Blockchain+

Fog-based:

-practical

byzantine

fault

NS-3:

-Numb of

vehicles

-Packet size

-Traffic segment

-Vehicles speed

-Packet delivery rate

-Transmission delay

-Processing time of blocks
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[172]

2019

tolerance

-clustering

scheme

-signature-

based

-Transmission

range

-Trust level

[173]

2019

Entity Reputation SDN+

Blockchain-

based:

-redundant

byzantine

fault

tolerance

-dueling

deep

Q-Learning

-signature-

based

TensorFlow:

-Numb of

vehicles

-Packet size

-Block size

-Traffic segment

-Trust level

-Throughput

-Convergence performance
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Table 11: Qualitative comparison of surveyed approaches: approaches with emerging

technologies
Ref Dynamicity Scalability T. complexity C.overhead Robustness Privacy
[142]

2017

partially not

available

partially medium no no

[143]

2018

yes not

available

not available not available yes no

[145]

2019

yes yes partially not available yes no

[146]

2017

yes not

available

not available not available not available no

[148]

2019

yes not

available

not available medium yes no

[149]

2017

yes partially partially medium yes no

[150]

2020

yes yes supposed to be

simple (e.g.,

local

computation)

medium yes partially

[152]

2018

yes yes simple medium yes no

[153]

2021

yes yes simple medium yes partially

[154]

2020

yes yes partially medium yes no

[155]

2021

yes not

available

not available not available yes no

[157]

2019

yes not

available

partially not available yes yes

[158]

2018

yes not

available

partially medium yes yes

[161]

2018

yes not

available

partially not available yes no

[162]

2016

yes not

available

partially partially partially no

[163]

2020

yes not

available

not available not available yes partially

[164]

2020

yes not

available

partially low yes no
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Ref Dynamicity Scalability T. complexity C.overhead Robustness Privacy
[165]

2018

yes not

available

not

available

medium yes no

[166]

2018

yes not

available

partially not available yes no

[167]

2020

yes not

available

partially medium yes no

[168]

2017

yes not

available

not available not available not available not available

[169]

2018

yes yes not available not available not available no

[170]

2020

yes not

available

partially medium yes partially

[171]

2019

yes yes partially not available yes yes

[172]

2019

yes yes partially medium yes no

[173]

2019

yes yes partially not available yes no
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a common agreement with the central entity (for example, the ITS entity1410

or the roadside unit). The trust negotiation is based on exchanging a set

of credentials in order to be consider the entity as trustworthy. Getting a

higher trust level requires exchanging more sensitive credentials.

6. Green trust and Energy consumption: applying the trust management

within an IoV environment leads to a communication overhead and thus1415

increases the time complexity. This is becomes more critical when con-

sidering real time applications that are delay sensitive. For that, these

parameters have to be taken into account for reliable performance evalua-

tion. All this let us recommend conceiving lightweight trust management

frameworks characterized by a low energy consumption. In this regard,1420

future researches have to give more attention to considering the evaluation

of the energy efficiency of their trust models. This is more critical in the

context of green-IoT deployment when defining a green communication

across the IoV ecosystem. Emerging technologies can be used to improve

this parameter since they propose innovative approaches to enhance the1425

energy efficiency methodologies that have to be considered during the trust

building process.

7. Applications requirements & QoS satisfaction: The reviewed approaches

have not been adjusted to meet the necessities of each category of applica-

tions in vehicular networks (e.g., critical time-based safety applications).1430

Most of cited approaches have been addressed to all kinds of applications

regardless their importance level. Therefore, it is important to conceive

adjusted schemes that deal differently with specific applications require-

ments (e.g., using particular trust metrics, on the basis of encountered

situation), and more incorporate proper trustworthiness evaluation param-1435

eters (e.g., taking into consideration more contextual information; traffic

segment conditions; weather, road type; highway, rural, etc.).

Besides, the overall criteria that we have selected to interpret the effi-

ciency of the reviewed schemes in Tables 7, 9 and 11 (section 6) have

not been totally satisfied. For example, robustness and privacy have not1440
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been mainly preserved, which makes hard maintaining the whole commu-

nication system security. Also, cited approaches have not drawn greater

attention to QoS requirements. Consequently, the quality of trust-based

services needs to be improved (e.g., reliable and accurate delivery of data

in time). Scalability, complexity, communication overhead, robustness,1445

and privacy must get more interest to maintain system performance when

trust management approaches are deployed.

8. Trust bootstrapping & update: In other respects: (1) Trust bootstrap-

ping (i.e., computing real initial trust value) may need further research;

indeed, a random initial trust value can be assigned for the newly en-1450

countered nodes, yet, the assumed trust value may do not match with the

real trust value, hence more research is required to determine the precise

initial trust value. (2) Fast update and decay of trust value may be an

important issue to deal with in future studies; in fact, each stored trust

value is subject to be fast updated or decayed every time a node makes1455

interactions with other entities, thus it is essential to define an appropri-

ate update of the stored trust values (that emphases mainly the trustee

node computational capacities) or a lifetime (as nodes are not capable to

store all the contacted nodes trust values). Also, (3) Reputation com-

putation can be more handled; actually the reputation is a broadly used1460

metric, and primarily an efficient and a fast value computation processing

is required as this metric is based on different other factors like recommen-

dations integrity, requested nodes cooperativeness, and hops number. In

other words the reputation computation scheme should take into account

the different factors that are related to the reputation-based metric like1465

the willingness of nodes to exchange data, or the distance from the asked

entities, etc.

9. Trust in emerging technologies: On the other hand, trust management in

emerging technologies such Cloud, Fog, Edge, SDN and Blockchain (fur-

ther Blockchain sharding, Blockchain directed acyclic graph, sidechain,1470

and lightning network) can be in the core of future works interest, mainly
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within advanced IoV network that has expanded its scope from simple

VANET to V2X communications. As aforementioned in the previous sec-

tion, these technologies can assist in providing QoS and devising archi-

tectures that ensure dynamic, scalable, credible and secure trust manage-1475

ment; for instance data are digitally signed, immutable, verified by all

mining nodes and stored with resiliency and traceability with Blockchain.

Likewise, Cloud and SDN can help mainly in supporting network dynam-

icity and scalability, and Fog technology provides fundamentally localized

processing, storage and decision making, that offer timely context man-1480

agement within the trust approach. Despite of dealing with these aforesaid

notable requirements, there is still a lack in the current use of such tech-

nologies to more enhance the trust management; the Cloud-based trust

approaches need further research in terms of time complexity (e.g., as

trust data may take time to travel from the node back to the Cloud cen-1485

ter) and security, as well within a Fog, Edge or SDN-driven environment

the trust management requires mainly the address of the security issue;

that is to say that the related approaches should secure the link between

the technology infrastructure and the peripheral applications and consider

the whole procedure of trust data requests/responses. Finally, within the1490

Blockchain-based trust management approaches there may be some issues

around forks, consensus and blocks generation delay, and hence power

consumption.

10. Data perception trust: Another last important point is that the data

perception trust should be more investigated. It refers to the data trust1495

during collection and pre-processing. Therefore, the inspection of the qual-

ity of sensed data is inevitably crucial for supporting IoV services trust

(since associated services rely on data mining and analysis). In fact, trust

assessment is required before nodes interaction to define any deficiency,

particularly within autonomous driving context (for instance, to cope with1500

sensors failures at the right time, to verify the sensor information that is

collected from multiple sensors, etc.). Thus, ongoing research should pay
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attention to this kind of trust properties in the IoV physical perception

layer (i.e., sensor sensibility, preciseness, persistence, data aggregation ef-

ficiency, etc.), and additionally take into consideration the hardware plat-1505

form issues (e.g., sensors security and sensors lifetime) when embed a trust

management solution. We can refer that a cooperative perception-based

trust scheme such in [18] may be helpful in this requirement context. From

another side, the privacy of user data should be ensured. The two main

relevant techniques that are considered as active research topics about1510

privacy preserving are the anonymization techniques and the homomor-

phic encryption techniques. A great attention should be reserved to the

data management especially by regards to the new regulations; e.g., gen-

eral data protection regulation that requires specific compliance to ensure

privacy and respect data security.1515

8. Conclusion

In this survey, we have discussed security trust pillar in vehicular networks.

Differently from previous surveys that focused on this context, we highlight in

our work the classes of the proposed solutions for managing trust in vehicular

networks. Firstly, we have presented the main related challenges. Thereafter,1520

we have explored the existing trust management approaches in vehicular net-

works from the three acknowledged perspectives which comprise entity-based,

data-based, and combined solutions. Afterward, we have emphasized on the

recent approaches that apply different tools for managing trust such as artificial

intelligence-enabling techniques; e.g. clustering, fuzzy logic, and game theory,1525

as well as emerging technologies; e.g., Cloud computing, Fog computing, SDN

and Blockchain. This classification draws the subject of our contribution in this

paper. Next, we have discussed in short the reviewed approaches with respect

to different selected criteria, and along with summary of associated deployment

tools, to interpret correlated strengths and shortcomings and enable a qualita-1530

tive comparison. The paper has also provided a brief overview of future research
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directions for trust management in IoV. Ultimately, we have stressed that the

design of an efficient trust management approach aims at finding a good trade

off in terms of security, QoS, and privacy.
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